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Disability 
services in 
jeopardy 
CUNY votes in new president 
BY SOPHIA KARATHANASIS
USG CORRESPONDENT
Th e Undergraduate Student 
Government told students to take 
off  their glasses and wear their beer 
goggles, in the event they spon-
sored event last Tuesday to pro-
mote Student Life’s Health Aware-
ness Week. 
Hosted in the Multipurpose 
Room, students in attendance had 
the shared intention of indulging in 
drinking games and the opportu-
nity to get buzzed midday.
“I’m here to drink until I forget 
I’m at Baruch,” said junior Daniel 
Levine.
Th e room was lit by colored 
strobe lights casting streaming 
waves across the fl oors and walls, 
and tables were set up for various 
drinking games. USG members 
wearing New Baruch Alliance t-
shirts handed out cups of iced tea 
to minors and beer to students over 
21.
 “We are here tonight to increase 
awareness on the intoxicating sub-
stance of alcohol and to learn more 
about its eff ects,” said USG presi-
dent Tanvir Hossain.
Filled to capacity, the room was 
crowded with students intermin-
gling, passing red party cups and 
enjoying free slices of pizza, all 
while listening to hip-hop. Groups 
of students tossed ping-pong balls 
into foaming cups of beer during 
mini-pong tournaments, while 
others participated in a game of fl ip 
cup as their friends cheered them 
on while they out-drank against 
opponents.
Vice President Armaan Torabi 
presided over a game of Kings, 
spreading a deck of cards on the 
table and laying out the specifi cs of 
the game to the other players.
With snippets of facts about al-
cohol displayed over a projection 
screen, Hossain interrupted the 
drinking festivities to introduce the 
event and set the tone of the eve-
ning.
“You are not just here to get free 
beer and food and then go home,” 
said Hossain, who then  played a 
two-minute video clip educating 
the attendees on the topic of alco-
hol abuse and addiction.
Th e video  placed warnings on 
excessive drinking, directing the at-
tention away from the  party mode 
and leaving students partially indif-
ferent to its intended message.
After the end of the clip, stu-
dents returned to their drinking and 
dancing activities. Students also 
took turns trying on beer goggles, 
glasses that enabled them to test 
the eff ects of drinking on vision.
Towards the end of the event, 
Torabi took the stage to burst the 
party-goers’ bubble. He informed 
the attendees that “the true content 
of the beer was devoid of any alco-
holic substances.”
Th e non-alcoholic beer was 
intended to serve as a placebo in 
order to observe the behavior of 
drinkers who believed they were 
indeed consuming an intoxicating 
substance.
 “We had to have some fun and 
teach you guys a lesson but if there 
was alcohol in the beer you would 
be in a very unsafe condition,” said 
Torabi. “I want you all to remember 
to drink responsibly.”
Students put on beer goggles for USG
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Members of the Undergraduate Student Government hosted the alcohol awareness event as part of Health Awareness Week.
BY CYNTHIA VIA 
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Th e CUNY Linking Employment 
Academic Disability Services, a 
program that provides career as-
sistance for student with disabili-
ties, is currently at risk of being 
eliminated after Gov. David Pater-
son’s proposed state budget cuts 
were outlined for 2010-2011. 
Paterson plans to cut $400 mil-
lion in school aid for the city, which 
includes $95 million to SUNY col-
leges, $48 million to the CUNY 
budget and $1 billion for health 
care spending. 
“If we do not get refunded, 
LEADS employees and services will 
be cut out,” said Melanie Menge, 
LEADS counselor at Baruch.
“If we are not put back in the 
CUNY budget I will lose my job.”
     Services that LEADS counselors 
provide include: academic advise-
ment, career counseling, intern-
ship assistance, job-seeking skills, 
professional training and job place-
ment assistance.
Th e budget cut will take eff ect in 
April and the program requires $2 
million to continue funding.
LEADS is a partnership be-
tween CUNY and the Vocational 
and Educational Services for Indi-
viduals with Disabilities. Accord-
ing to CUNY Student Services, the 
program was created to provide 
students with disabilities “the skills 
to make realistic choices that will 
result in successful outcomes.”
“Th is program provides a liaison 
between students and VESID,” said 
Menge. “Without this it’s diffi  cult 
for students to get sponsored to the 
program.”
CUNY LEADS funding is sched-
uled to expire by July, leaving 70 
percent of students without assis-
tance or services, with job place-
ment as a top priority.
CUNY Coalition for student 
with Disabilities, a lobbying group 
for individuals with disabilities, 
is helping to save the program by 
demonstrating its benefi cial em-
ployment outcomes.
According to a LEADS study, em-
ployment rate for individuals in the 
program is 72 percent as opposed 
to the national rate, which stands at 
56 percent. Th e starting wage for a 
LEADS student is 35 percent higher 
than a non-LEADS VESID student.
    In an eff ort to keep the program 
in existence, students with disabili-
ties have already begun testifying in 
front of state congress to advocate 
on behalf of the program’s impor-
tance. LEADS counselors also plan 
to visit Albany’s congressional of-
fi ce next month to demonstrate 
how the program is a positive in-
vestment for the state economy 
and its future.
See page 2 for exclusive
coverage on Syracuse’s
Dean Wallerstein appoint-
ment as new president.
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COMPILED BY SOPHIA KARATHANASIS
USG CORRESPONDENT
Th e Undergraduate Student Gov-
ernment allocated $30,000 to reno-
vate Room 3-270 and the adjoining 
areas. Lisa Edwards, director of 
planning and construction, is over-
seeing the renovations and stated 
that the changes should take an es-
timated six to eight weeks to imple-
ment.  
President Tanvir Hossain an-
nounced that the Health Care Cen-
ter would be operating on a defi cit 
for the next three years. Additional-
ly, the NYC Council donated $8,000 
to the Health Care Center in order 
to fund the storage of student’s 
electronic health records.  
Vice President Armaan Torabi an-
nounced a tentative proposal to 
allocate an estimated $30,000 to-
wards the Baruch Bash Getaway 
— a trip for all Baruch seniors. Th e 
trip is scheduled to take place from 
April 30 to May 2 in Atlantic City 
and prices will be set for $60 per 
ticket.  
USG motioned to allocate $440 to 
co-sponsor the debate team’s re-
gional tournament in Binghamton. 
USG’s programming board is plan-
ning to sponsor a Six Flags trip on 
April 10 for Baruch students. USG 
is expecting to accommodate 114 
attendees, and students will be 
charged $25 per ticket.  
BY SABRINA SMITH
NEWS EDITOR
Transfer students were wel-
comed to Baruch on Tuesday, Feb. 
23, in an event hosted by the Trans-
fer Student Organization, inform-
ing them of the diff erent opportu-
nities on campus. 
 “Creative” marketing from Vice 
President of Marketing Isabelle 
Encela and having a bigger room 
to host in were the “main drivers of 
the many people that came to the 
event,” according to TSO president 
David Costello.
Th e mission of TSO is to improve 
the transfer experience within the 
college and foster the transfer stu-
dent’s professional, social and aca-
demic advancement at Baruch.  
     Th e organization, which has been 
in existence for three semesters, is 
looking to introduce new initiatives 
to help benefi t the transfer experi-
ence.  
In addition to off ering a men-
torship program and recruiting 
new leaders, TSO is establishing a 
rotational program to help build 
leadership.
“I was thinking of coming up 
with a rotational program that you 
can come in to the organization 
and move through diff erent posi-
tions within the organization to 
build you as a leader,” said Costello. 
“We want to remain the prominent 
organization and we are dedicated 
to voice student transfer concerns.”
Executive board members from 
the American Marketing Asso-
ciation, Black Student Union, the 
National Association of Black Ac-
countants, Caribbean Student As-
sociation, American Humanics, 
and the Finance and Economics 
Society were also present at the 
event to speak on behalf of their 
organizations and promote student 
activity within the college.
“I found it a very hard transition 
for me emotionally, and I am in the 
process of getting everything situ-
ated with school,” said transfer stu-
dent Sunnie Malik who left Coastal 
Carolina University in South Caro-
lina. “I went to their meeting and 
now I come over here hoping to be 
part of the club.”
“I really feel like if they get in-
volved and want to work towards 
what they want to work at, while 
being a leader, you can get a lot of 
benefi ts out of the club and it builds 
you as a person,” said Costello.
COMPILED BY LILLIAN RIZZO
MANAGING EDITOR
TUESDAY 3/2
Th e Baruch College spring blood 
drive begins today at 11 a.m. in 
Room 1-107 of the Vertical Campus 
until 4:30 p.m. To schedule an ap-
pointment visit www.baruch.cuny.
edu/studentaffairs/studentlife/
events/blooddrive_form.htm
WEDNESDAY 3/3
Baruch’s spring blood drive con-
cludes today in Room 1-107 of the 
Vertical Campus from 11 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. 
THURSDAY 3/4
A Marketing & Advertising Panel 
of the 3rd Annual Spring Careers 
Week Series, moderated by Pro-
fessor David Luna, will be held in 
VC 14-220 at 12:30 p.m. Sign up 
at https://baruch-csm.simplicity.
com/students. 
FRIDAY 3/5
Today is the deadline for ALPFA 
Baruch’s  fi rst annual Accounting 
Case Study Competition, which is 
supported by the “big four” fi rms. 
Th e contest gives students the op-
portunity to showcase talents to 
recruiters. E-mail resumes to ap-
ply for the contest at http://BIG4.
ALPFA.com. 
News
[ ]
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Fresh start for transfer students
Wallerstein to take over as president
CUNY decides  ?
on Dr. Mitchel 
Wallerstein of 
Syracuse Univer-
sity to take over 
for Interim Presi-
dent Stan Altman
BY SABRINA SMITH
NEWS EDITOR
Th e Board of Trustees meeting 
on Monday, Feb. 22 was an impor-
tant event for the Baruch commu-
nity as Mitchel B. Wallerstein, dean 
of the Maxwell School of Citizen-
ship and Public Aff airs at Syracuse 
University, was appointed the new 
president of the College.
“I came into New York at the 
chancellor’s invitation and, after 
the nomination, was put to the 
CUNY board and voted on. I joined 
the meeting and made a short state-
ment,” said Wallerstein. 
“I have lot of ideas and energy, 
so we will be moving forward on a 
lot of diff erent fronts in the coming 
academic year.”
According to Jay Hershenson, 
senior vice chancellor for Univer-
sity Relations and secretary of the 
Board of Trustees, the chancellor 
came forward with his nomina-
tion during the executive session 
that followed the conclusion of the 
policy agenda portion of the meet-
ing. Th e recommendation was mo-
tioned in the public session and the 
board unanimously and “enthusi-
astically” approved Wallerstein for 
presidency.
 “It was a very joyous occasion, 
and Dr. Wallerstein delivered a 
superb statement of both appre-
ciation and looking forward to all 
constituencies of Baruch College, 
one that refl ects his extensive ex-
perience and public presentation,” 
said Hershenson.
Hershenson also reported that, 
as a general principle, CUNY Chan-
cellor Matthew Goldstein informed 
the other fi nalists prior to the meet-
ing as a professional courtesy.
According to Th e New York 
Times, Wallerstein will take over as 
the college, one of the most selec-
tive in the CUNY system and noted 
for its business programs, has en-
joyed a wave of national recogni-
tion in the form of rankings in U.S. 
News & World Report and Forbes.
Wallerstein will offi  cially take 
offi  ce on Aug. 2 and during his 
transition period, he will work with 
Interim President Stan Altman to 
learn about the constituencies of 
the college.
“It is still very early and one of 
the fi rst things that I need to do is 
dive very deeply into Baruch and 
its situation,” said Wallerstein. “It 
would be somewhat presumptu-
ous of me to try to layout a whole 
agenda until I have a chance to get 
up to speed with everything that’s 
going on.”
As a replacement for Wallerstein, 
the provost at the Maxwell School 
will announce an interim dean ap-
pointment, which will be followed 
by a national search during the next 
academic year, similar to the presi-
dential search at Baruch.
After seven years as a dean at 
Syracuse, Wallerstein will leave be-
hind a series of accomplishments 
including his international eff orts 
at the university, which he hopes to 
bring to Baruch.
Michael Wasylenko, senior as-
sociate dean of the Maxwell School, 
said, “What we needed help with 
was the internal visibility and fund 
raising, and we found just the right 
guy for that.”
“He has a number of prospects 
that he will leave behind for us, and 
we are sorry to see him go but this 
is a great opportunity for him,” said 
Wasylenko.
Wallerstein plans to live in Man-
hattan and fi nd a place near Baruch 
where he can fully be a part of the 
community.
 “I want to make sure that Ba-
ruch students have every opportu-
nity to succeed and one of the ways 
to do that is to focus on internal-
izing the school and maintaining 
its quality, because it is one of the 
most outstanding colleges of the 
CUNY system,” said Wallerstein.
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Dean Mitchel Wallerstein talks to faculty  at last month’s forum, weeks before his appointment as Baruch president.
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Left: Members of the Finance and Economics Society speak on behalf of their organization.  Right: TSO President David Costello talks to transfer students.
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Students and 
USG promote 
going green 
initiative 
 Baruch discusses racial labeling
BY CYNTHIA VIA
 SENIOR STAFF WRITER
In celebration of Black History 
Month, the Black and Hispanic 
studies department hosted “Who 
Are We?: Th e Politics of Naming, 
Labels and Identities in Ethnic 
Studies,” an event that featured 
conversation among professors 
and students about how ethnic 
identities and racial labels arise, 
how they change over time and the 
importance on ethnic groups.
Ted Henken, associate professor 
and chair of the department, spoke 
about the diff erence between what 
people call themselves and what 
they are called by other people. 
“Th e terms that people call other 
people are often bureaucratic,” 
said Henken. “Th ese terms change 
from generation to generation and 
some groups may even grow to re-
ject these bureaucratic terms.”
“In many ways the term ‘His-
panic’ was invented by the census,” 
said Henken. “It signals that Latin 
American people’s culture, lan-
guage is infl uenced by Spain.”
“What we call ourselves means 
something since there is history 
behind those names, and it’s es-
pecially important in the census as 
certain questions have evolved, es-
pecially those pertaining to origin 
and race,” he said.
According to Baruch alumnus 
Keith Garcia, “Hispanic” tradition-
ally and historically has misrepre-
sented Latinos, as it fails to capture 
the diversity that comprises the 
cultures of Afro-Latinos, Indo-La-
tinos, native Tainos and other vari-
ous groups.”
In 2007, Garcia joined other 
Latino students to petition the 
committee organizing Hispanic 
Heritage Month celebrations at Ba-
ruch, hoping to change the name 
of the festivities to Latino Heritage 
Month. He believed many Latinos 
did not identify themselves with 
that name and it was one of the 
reasons the committee events were 
not successful.
Th e name was changed with the 
support of student development 
after a letter was sent to the Offi  ce 
of Student Aff airs and Enrollment.
In addition to the conversation, 
the question of whether the Black 
and Hispanic Studies title should 
remain for the department was 
also a topic of discussion.
“Why do we have ethnic stud-
ies, women studies, isn’t this one 
nation, one truth? Are we one na-
tion?,” said Professor Arthur Lewin, 
who teaches courses on African 
history and the issues confronting 
Black Americans within the mass 
media.
“We have these studies because 
we are not one nation — I believe 
one day we will be and we won’t 
need Black and Hispanic studies,” 
said Lewin.
According to Lewin, it was ini-
tially known as the Department of 
Black and Puerto Rican  Studies, 
but the name changed “as more 
people of Latino descent migrated 
to New York.” Possible titles for the 
department include: Black and La-
tinos, Latino and Africana Studies, 
and the Department of Study of 
Race, Ethnicity and Inequality.
Kyra Gaunt, professor of ethno-
musicology and cultural anthro-
pology, spoke of the evolution of 
socially constructed racial terms 
that have existed since before the 
Civil Rights Movement. 
Th e terms “colored” and “Ne-
gro” were socially accepted while 
modern usage of  ‘African-Amer-
ican’ can mean a lot of things to 
diff erent people,” she said. “While 
some blacks use the term ‘African 
American,’ many Caribbean and 
Senegalese, for example, don’t 
identify themselves with this 
term.”
As an avid user of social me-
dia, Gaunt stated that the platform 
permits a new opportunity to en-
gage with other cultures and per-
spectives. “It allows people to have 
conversations we could never have 
had before and upgrades our con-
versations.”
Th e event also featured an un-
expected visit from high school 
students from the Bronx, many of 
whom left with a newfound per-
spective. 
“We all are diff erent but we are 
all one people,” said Cierra For-
bain, a student at Aquinas High 
School.
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Professor Ted Henken and panel members discuss names and labels within cultural politics. 
Students opt to go abroad for study
Baruch held its  ?
spring study abroad 
fair on Th ursdsay.
BY JOSE DIAS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Th e spring semester Study 
Abroad Fair was held last Th ursday, 
attracting students who wanted 
to learn about the diff erent inter-
national opportunities they could 
take to receive credits outside of the 
Vertical Campus.
Hosted by the Study Abroad of-
fi ce in the Multipurpose Room, 
representatives from diff erent pro-
grams and colleges were available 
to assist students with their options 
of studying within countries of in-
terest.
Richard Mitten, director of 
Study Abroad, was present at the 
event, welcoming students to the 
informative session to discuss the 
advantages of the fair and going 
abroad.
“Th e real measure of success of 
any study abroad fair is the inter-
est and enthusiasm of the students 
who do come to the fair, and judg-
ing by those criteria, I consider the 
fair to have been a big success,” said 
Mitten.
According to Mitten, the num-
ber of attendees was down from 
last year’s fair due to “the inclem-
ent weather and the current eco-
nomic climate,” which played a role 
in students and parents being more 
cautious about studying abroad.
 “We will do our best to increase 
our eff orts to make more students 
aware of the opportunities open 
to them, especially of the scholar-
ships that they may be eligible for 
and which would make studying 
abroad less of a fi nancial burden.”
Aleksey Martynynk, a Baruch 
student, studied abroad three 
times.
“To study abroad is not as hard 
as it seems, there are so many dif-
ferent programs made aff ordable 
for the students,” he said. 
“It is a life-changing experience, 
just ask anyone who has done it.”
England, China, Spain, India, 
Brazil, Italy, Israel, Germany and 
Amsterdam were some of the lo-
cations outside of the country that 
provide study abroad options for 
students to pursue.
Wayne Finke, deputy chair of 
the modern languages and com-
parative literature department and 
a Study Abroad advisor, started a 
program in Salamanca, Spain, 20 
years ago.
“Th e students leave behind 
their parochial world and come to 
experience a more globalized envi-
ronment with a rigorous course of 
study, four or fi ve hours a day, and 
ample opportunity for local and 
international travel in neighbor-
ing countries like Portugal, France, 
Italy, Morocco,” he said. 
Maria-Luiza Ruiz, program di-
rector of the department of foreign 
languages at Medgar Evers said 
“there are scholarships available 
for CUNY study abroad programs 
for the summer 2010, including 
Study/Travel Opportunities for 
CUNY Students scholarships and 
Federal Pell for part-time students 
who wish to study abroad during 
the summer.”
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Students sign up for international study opportunities at this year’s spring study abroad fair.
BY SOPHIA KARATHANASIS
USG CORRESPONDENT
Two Baruch undergraduates 
have taken part in the going green 
initiative by proposing new envi-
ronmental products to the college 
community.
Ralph Bianculli, a fi nance ma-
jor, and Justin Vellela, a political 
science major, set out to promote 
the “Green Facilities Platform,” a 
sustainability agenda that converts 
paper products to environmentally 
friendly items at reduced costs but 
with equal quality.
Th e two juniors brought their 
idea to the Undergraduate Student 
Government after competing in the 
KPMG Green Challenge Competi-
tion, and collaborated with Ryan 
Wiley, vice president of Campus 
Aff airs. Together with Jim Lloyd, 
assistant vice president of Campus 
Operations, the students are work-
ing toward bringing the products to 
Baruch by April 1.
“I decided to work with them 
for two reasons; fi rstly, to support 
environmental conservation and 
secondly, for the fact that they ap-
proached me with a well thought-
out plan that intended on making 
an impact at Baruch,” said Wiley.
Potential items for environ-
mental conversion include paper 
products such as towels and tis-
sues, along with other items such 
as garbage liners and cleaning sup-
plies. Th e alternative products are 
manufactured by Paradigm Group, 
an environmental fi rm specializing 
in green solutions, where Bianculli 
previously worked as an intern.
According to their business 
plan, Bianculli and Vellela expect 
that these products will reduce 
costs to an estimated 10 percent. 
Additionally, utilizing a kind en-
vironmental calculator Bianculli 
and Vellela will be able to calculate 
the environmental savings of these 
items in terms of trees, carbon di-
oxide emissions, energy and water 
consumption saved.
“Baruch was the fi rst college I 
introduced this project to, but mul-
tiple CEOs of large companies and 
colleges around the country are 
showing an interest,” said Biancul-
li. “I think this program defi nitely 
gives Baruch an opportunity to be-
come a leader in this fi eld.”
According to Wiley, environ-
mental issues have been burden-
some at the college and few solu-
tions have materialized to fi x the 
problem.
“Mayor Bloomberg started an 
initiative directly for CUNY to re-
duce their carbon footprints 30 
percent by 2017,” said Wiley. “But 
the big question was ‘how we do 
that?”
 “After all, we are not just talking 
about marginal savings, but thou-
sands of trees are being saved due 
to these products,” said Wiley.
Bianculli also commented about 
the positive feedback from students 
and administrators in response to 
environmental issues and ‘green’ 
solutions.
“When I introduced this idea to 
the college and the student govern-
ment, there was a huge demand,” 
said Bianculli. “Th ey were eager for 
me to teach them about sustain-
ability, to teach them about going 
green.”
Bianculli predicts the sustain-
ability platform will produce a 
widespread impact at the college.
“I would say it’s imperative to 
get involved in environmentalism,” 
said Bianculli. “Every single indus-
try, from fi nance to accounting, is 
investing money in becoming envi-
ronmentally friendly.”
“Th is is a huge movement and I 
have seen a tremendous leap for-
ward from not caring about the en-
vironment to making it an essential 
part,” he said.
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Tenure is when teachers are 
rewarded with permanent posi-
tions after working at their school 
for a certain amount of years. Th e 
number of years to receive tenure 
is decided by the state.
Th is is great for teachers who 
actively work with the students 
and care about their futures, but 
what about those who could care 
less about the students? 
Th e Wall Street Journal writes: 
“One of the biggest obstacles to 
putting a good instructor in every 
classroom is a tenure system that 
forces principals to hire and retain 
teachers based on seniority instead 
of performance. California grants 
tenure to teachers after merely 
two years in the classroom. New 
York, like most other states, makes 
teachers wait a grand total of three 
years before giving them a job for 
life. In most cases tenure is granted 
automatically unless administra-
tors object, which is rare.” 
It makes me nervous when 
teachers are being chosen based 
on tenure. In any other career, you 
aren’t noticed for how many years 
you’re on the job, but for how ef-
fective you are at that job.  In the 
Army, you can have 20 years of 
military experience, but still be 
considered a rookie, based on 
your accomplishments. However, 
if you’re a two-year veteran more 
decorated than the Rockefeller 
Christmas tree, your superiors will 
notice you.
What about the eff ect on the 
student body? According to Th e 
Los Angeles Times, “Th e district’s 
evaluation of teachers does not 
take into account whether stu-
dents are learning. Principals are 
not required to consider testing 
data, student work or grades.” Th at 
is an incredible shame. 
“Th is means that large num-
bers of ineff ective teachers wind 
up with ironclad job protection. 
When low-performing teachers 
can’t be fi red, it’s the students who 
suff er.”
 A New Teacher Project study 
looked at tenure evaluations in 
multiple states last year and found 
that “less than one percent of teach-
ers receive unsatisfactory ratings, 
even in schools where students fail 
to meet basic academic standards, 
year after year. Less than two per-
cent of teachers are denied tenure 
in Los Angeles, where the high 
school dropout rate is 35 percent 
and growing.”
Th is doesn’t make sense to 
me. When I was in school, the slo-
gan was “we are the future.” Now 
it looks like “we take what we can 
get.”
Every year, teacher organiza-
tions petition and strike for higher 
paychecks. How about teaching 
your students instead of complain-
ing about the amount of zeros on 
your paycheck? Teacher’s unions 
should fi re those who don’t pro-
duce good numbers.
Say, for the sake of argument, 
that you have a marketing job. If 
you don’t pull your weight and 
get clients, you’ll be kicked out. 
You don’t have job security, you 
don’t have “tenure,” and, thanks to 
Obama, you don’t even have “gold-
en parachutes” any more.
Taking anything away from 
tenured, but ineff ective, teachers 
would be like pulling teeth. Can’t 
we reward the teachers who are 
making the eff ort to help the stu-
dents? Th at would make their day, 
wouldn’t it? Imagine presenting 
a great teacher with a raise, and 
their face lighting up with joy and 
amazement because the system 
is reimbursing them for their care 
and eff ort.
Baruch is becoming so overcrowded that now there aren’t 
even enough chairs in some of the classrooms to seat every-
one.
Th e crowded second fl oor of the Vertical Campus and the 
long lines for elevators in both the Vertical Campus and the 
23rd St. buildings are old news. But no student should have 
to miss out on valuable class time because they are scouring 
open rooms for an extra seat.
Dr. Ben Corpus, vice president of student aff airs, said he 
has yet to hear of any complaints from students or professors 
about the seating defi cit. 
“Th is spring we are up 300 [undergraduate students] from 
the fall and we understand there are enough chairs to accom-
modate,” said Corpus in an e-mail. “In addition, we are utilizing 
the 17 Lex high school classrooms that were made available by 
the [high school’s] exit last fall.”
But for some students, the move to the 23rd St. Building 
hasn’t made much of a diff erence. A Chemistry 1000 class that 
meets there every Tuesday and Th ursday from 9:30 to 10:45 a.m. 
falls short of seats. While this introductory course is normally 
crowded every semester, it should not mean students must be 
packed into classes without a guaranteed seat. 
 Th e VC is dealing with a similar problem. In a politi-
cal science class that meets Tuesdays and Th ursdays from 4:10 
to 5:25 p.m., students who show up a few moments after the 
start time are usually doomed to search the 11th fl oor for an 
extra desk. In addition, some seats are without a desk, leaving 
students to lean their notebooks on their laps when taking 
notes. But the seat defi cit is not the only problem. Classes are 
becoming more of a sardine-can than anything else.
In the event of absences, there are enough seats. However, 
they are often clustered together with little room to squeeze 
between the desks to get to the front of the class. Aside from 
being inconvenient and causing delay when everyone bustles 
out, it could very well be a safety hazard with bags and books 
crowding the fl oor next to side-by-side desks. 
Carl Aylman, the director of the Offi  ce of Student Life, said 
he was also unaware of the lack of seating for students, but 
noted in an e-mail that “classrooms should have an adequate 
number of chairs to meet the occupancy code of permitted 
people permitted in each room. Additionally, the class size 
assigned to the room should not exceed the occupancy al-
lowed in each room.”
Corpus also said that last year, Jim Lloyd, assistant vice 
president of campus operations “determined that there was a 
need and he purchased more classroom chairs and distributed 
them appropriately.” Lloyd will be notifi ed of the recent over-
crowding this spring term, according to Corpus. 
Since the administration is unaware of the situation, it is 
apparent that students are passively dealing with the tight-
spaced rooms rather than fi nding a solution. 
Hopefully, some extra desks in these rooms will clear up the 
situation. Let face it: the fi rst step to establishing a conducive 
learning environment is having the seat that allows a student 
to be present.
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Baruch Classrooms 
In Need of Seats
Th e world-class faculty at Baruch at-
tracts many to our institution, but inad-
equate and underutilized facilities can 
send students packing.  
Th e current Undergraduate Student 
Government campaigned last year on a 
platform of “countering commuter cul-
ture.” It has succeeded in many ways: 
Welcome Week, the Freshman Trip to 
Philadelphia, Th ursday Nights at Ba-
ruch, the allocation of an additional 
$70,000 towards funding for clubs and 
organizations, and the implementation 
of a welcoming open-door policy at the 
USG suite for all Baruch students.
 Previous USG offi  cials have pursued 
renovations of the club area, TV room, 
and game room on campus, eff orts that 
have failed to materialize due to bud-
getary constraints and bureaucratic 
gridlock. 
Th is year, we will circumvent these 
obstacles. USG has pledged to expand 
their open-door policy and incorpo-
rate Room 3-275 into an offi  cial student 
lounge. All of Baruch’s hardworking 
students deserve more space to relax, 
study, or simply convene with friends. 
As an elected member of the USG, 
access to Room 3-275 is one of the fringe 
benefi ts of holding a position; however, 
this space is public and should be ac-
cessible to all students.  
Unfortunately, this student space is 
relatively unknown and is a well-kept 
secret by those who use it.  USG strongly 
believes that it should not be exclusive 
to this small segment of the Baruch 
community.
 Ben Guttmann’s statements in the 
Feb. 16 issue of Th e Ticker were a mis-
representation of the USG. He falsely 
accused USG of earmarking $20,000 to 
renovate the space for their sole benefi t. 
Th is is simply not true. 
Th e USG plans to allocate up to 
$30,000 as a capital improvement in-
vestment that will provide an addition-
al 1,000 square feet in student lounge 
space and enhance student utility on 
campus. Every student at Baruch Col-
lege is entitled to this space and USG 
will deliver it to them.
Sincerely,
Ryan Wiley
VP of Student Aff airs, USG
EDITORIAL
YOUR LETTERS AND COMMENTS
THE ETHICAL TIGHTROPE
In our children’s schools, we don’t need no tenured teachers.  
TIMOTHY CARUSO
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I wish I had counted how many times I 
heard the words “It’s natural” or “It’s from 
the earth.” Th e marijuana legalization 
debate is a tug-of-war pitting hopeless 
addicts and carefree teens against holier-
than-thou conservatives and concerned, 
skeptical citizens. Th e futile debate over 
the legalization of marijuana has become 
shallow and annoying.
What makes it stupid are the arguments 
in favor of legalization. A legitimate drug, 
to a certain extent, cancels out people’s free 
will when they are addicted to it. Th e brain 
adjusts its decisions and actions to satisfy its 
chemical need for the drug. 
In a Psychology Today article, Stephen 
Mason, Ph.D., does not agree with this, 
saying that much depends on having an 
addictive personality. 
However, in an article written for the 
Harvard Mental Health Letter, Steven Hyman 
says the answer lies within a part of the brain 
called the nucleus accumbens. It is proven 
that when a person engages in any action 
which satisfi es desire, the brain releases 
dopamine into the nucleus accumbens and 
creates pleasure. 
It serves, Hyman says, as a signal that 
the action performed promotes survival or 
reproduction. Th is action is then recorded 
and is very likely to be performed again. 
Th e more it is performed, the more the 
brain believes it is necessary. It becomes 
addicted.
Some people say that marijuana isn't as 
dangerous as tobacco and alcohol if used 
in moderation, and that restricting its use 
infringes upon our liberties. 
First of all, the free will aspect is 
automatically cancelled out upon addiction, 
which is chemical dependence. And it's the 
free will to do what? To get high and go cause 
dangerous situations for oneself and others?
Tobacco does not tap into the pleasure 
senses as deeply as marijuana does. Its 
addiction stems solely from nicotine. 
Cigarettes do not impair or hinder 
perception and brain function as marijuana 
does. Cigarette smoke harms the lungs, 
whereas marijuana aff ects the brain, the 
lungs, the heart and the immune system.
Marijuana use releases large amounts of 
dopamine and creates an ultimate addiction 
to pleasure. Obviously, using it once or twice 
won’t cause addiction. 
Nevertheless, it is a 
guaranteed road to 
addiction. 
Alcohol impairs 
fast decision making, 
clarity of sight and 
movement. Marijuana 
impairs all of these, 
and the memory and 
senses as well.
Many claim that 
the legalization of 
marijuana will both 
increase tax revenue 
and reduce crime, 
since the drug will 
drop in price. 
A study conducted 
by the National Center on 
Addiction and Substance 
Abuse and cited in the Los Angeles 
Times suggests that if marijuana were to 
be legalized and taxed, the estimated $1.39 
billion of revenue would be cancelled by the 
costs of drug-related damages. Th e same 
study indicates that, for each tax dollar, an 
average of $8.95 is spent on fi xing damages 
in some way caused by the abuse of alcohol 
or tobacco. Who knows what expenses 
marijuana might add?
Marijuana of the sort that is sold on the 
street will never be legalized. It would be 
regulated to diff erent extents. More eff ective 
marijuana would still be pursued on the 
streets. If anything, crime would increase, 
because an easy source of money is gone 
and the dealers will be busy looking for new 
business in harder drug sales.
In any case, legalizing marijuana doesn't 
make sense.
-Alex Mikhoulianitch ‘13
Government offi  cials have battled for 
and against marijuana since the early 
1900s. Many highly-regarded doctors and 
physicians have declared that marijuana is 
safer than both alcohol and cigarettes. Th e 
death toll from both 
alcohol and cigarettes 
is more than half a 
million lives each 
year. 
A recent poll by ABC 
News and the National 
Post indicates that “81 
percent of Americans 
are for legalization of 
medical marijuana, 
while only 18 percent 
are against it.” 
Fourteen states 
have already legalized 
the use of medical 
marijuana, including 
Alaska, Montana and 
Oregon. Th irteen 
other states are in the 
process of legalizing 
medical marijuana, New York among them. 
Th e economy benefi ts as well; California 
has made more than $18 million taxing 
marijuana dispensaries.
In New York, the possession of up to two 
ounces of marijuana is classifi ed as a Class B 
misdemeanor. Th ese are punishable by fi nes 
and as many as three months in prison. Our 
prison system has nearly a million people 
who were arrested for non-violent marijuana-
related charges. Th e taxpayers’ money pays 
for holding these people and for building 
new prisons. Legalizing marijuana would 
lessen the burden on our already full prisons 
and free those who shouldn’t been there in 
the fi rst place.
Th e HempCon 2010 was held last week 
in California. Th is convention supported 
medicinal and recreational marijuana. Over 
150,000 people visited Los Angeles to attend 
the convention. Every year, more and more 
learn about the benefi ts marijuana can 
potentially bring.
Our neighbor to the west, New Jersey, 
is the latest state to accept the use of 
medical marijuana. A patient would need a 
prescription from a licensed physician and 
then apply for a state I.D. card to purchase 
marijuana from dispensaries.
Medical marijuana can be used for many 
chronic problems, ranging from glaucoma to 
easing the adverse eff ects of treatments used 
for cancer or AIDS. Th e FDA, together with 
the now-defunct Investigational New Drug 
program, handed out generous amounts of 
marijuana cigarettes to various patients in 
the 1980s.
Th e IND was ended in 1991 by George 
H.W. Bush’s administration. It supplied many 
patients with FDA-approved marijuana, and 
these patients’ improvements were well-
documented. Irv Rosenfeld, a successful 
stockbroker with glaucoma, is one such 
patient.
Even our popular media tends to support 
marijuana. The pothead comedy mov-
ies featuring smokers Harold and Kumar, 
Showtime’s hit show Weeds and countless 
rappers, such as Lil’ Wayne are all examples 
of marijuana in the mainstream. Over 83 
million Americans admit to having used 
marijuana once in their lives.
Many Baruch students can admit that they 
have used marijuana. New York is among the 
top 10 states that have the most marijuana 
users. Th e Northeast has the highest amount 
of marijuana users in the United States.
President Obama has been asked, time 
and time again, if he would support the full 
legalization of marijuana. Many thought 
he would be for it. He recently laughed the 
question off , but it’s one many take seriously. 
Only when push comes to shove will he do 
anything. Both state and federal politicians 
and offi  cials must join together to legalize 
marijuana. If you think legalizing marijuana 
is right, stand up and let your voice be 
heard.
-Sukhdev Rathour '13
Finance
Should the United States legalize Marijuana?
WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
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Students develop Financial Leadership
Students learn to use their Cents for saving
BY JIAYAN HUANG
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
It’s not easy for clubs to com-
pete against more than 150 other 
active clubs on campus every week 
for participants for their event. Any 
student can testify to the crowded 
second fl oor lobby every Tuesday 
and Th ursday, as club leaders pro-
mote their clubs, events and bake 
sales.
Baruch Cents Ability is a dif-
ferent kind of club on campus. It 
started as a program under Phi Eta 
Sigma, one of Baruch’s four hon-
or societies, in the spring of 2007. 
However, the program decided to 
break away from PES in order to 
work independently and arrange 
its own schedule.
Nitu Kumar, president of BCA, 
commented on the limitations BCA 
had under another club.  
“You needed approval for ev-
erything,” she said. “[PES is] a club 
themselves so they need the room 
and to host events. We were always 
second and trying to work around 
their schedule, and ... competing 
with other clubs … it was really 
tough for us.” BCA became an offi  -
cial club this semester.
In addition to being a club, 
Cents Ability is a non-profi t organi-
zation that strives to provide train-
ing on fi nancial management to 
high school students in New York 
City.  Th rough the Baruch Universi-
ty Franchise, Cents Ability is trying 
to encourage more college students 
to get involved in a diff erent type of 
volunteer experience that allows 
them to directly impact other peo-
ple’s lives.
“You get to volunteer and teach 
students about fi nancial leadership, 
and you’re kind of changing the 
world in a sense because … a lot of 
[high school students] don’t have 
the opportunity to learn something 
like managing their own fi nance, so 
we’re providing a service that they 
might never be able to receive,” said 
Kumar.
Th e curriculum that Cents Abil-
ity off ers to high school students 
consists of three parts: goal setting, 
education about diff erent fi nancial 
products and providing exposure 
to the stock market.  Of those three 
parts, Cents Ability particularly em-
phasizes the importance of saving. 
By developing good money-saving 
habits early, teenagers would be 
less likely to run into major fi nan-
cial debts and troubles later.
Th e program is taught in seven 
45-minute learning sessions de-
signed specifi cally to accommo-
date busy students’ and volunteers’ 
schedules. BCA is currently work-
ing with four diff erent high schools: 
Legacy High School of Integrated 
Studies, Washington Irving High 
School, Baruch High School and 
Marte Valle High School.
“We keep our schools in prox-
imity to Baruch, so it’s convenient 
for our volunteers to come by,” Nej-
det Ucan, vice-president of High 
School Relations, said.
Th e club fi rst recruits volun-
teers, and then provides them with 
one-on-one training sessions be-
fore sending them to one of the af-
fi liated high schools.
Monica Shiwratan, anoth-
er offi  cer in the club, trains the 
volunteers.
“I meet them during the week 
of the class, and then we actually 
go through the whole [class], so it’s 
like rehearsing. I make sure they 
explain certain things the way they 
should, so that way, when they do 
go to the class, they’ll be prepared,” 
Shiwratan explained.
Th is semester, BCA is focusing 
on marketing their club, so they can 
build a stronger volunteer base.  In 
addition to hosting information 
sessions on how Baruch students 
can get involved, BCA will also be 
hosting networking events with in-
dividuals to share their experiences 
and explain why they are involved 
in Cents Ability. April is fi nancial 
literacy month, and BCA plans on 
bringing in corporate people every 
Th ursday. Th ey also plan to have 
bake sales within the next month.
Th ere are a variety of reasons 
for students to join BCA. As Dmi-
triy Berenzon, a BCA offi  cer said, 
“I get to teach kids about fi nancial 
literacy, all the while improving my 
own fi nancial knowledge and com-
munication skills.”  
In addition to communication, 
volunteers develop leadership and 
team player skills, all of which are 
transferrable skills. 
“Th ere’s a generation out 
there that’s so adaptive to diff er-
ent things,” added Ucan. “Th rough 
teaching, you can see what they 
know and help them understand 
as well.”
Most club offi  cers joined to 
eradicate ignorance as much as 
they can. “As time went on, I saw 
more of a value to it, because I 
started to meet people who didn’t 
know [as much] about personal fi -
nance than I did,” said Shiwratan.
For Mashud Abukari (also a 
BCA offi  cer), the reason for join-
ing the club is completely diff erent. 
“I’m actually a product of Cents 
Ability,” he said. “Th ey came over 
to my high school from Baruch and 
they taught us about fi nance, and 
I was really interested in it. When 
I got to Baruch, I saw the program 
and wanted to be part of it, because 
I enjoyed the lessons so much and 
wanted to be part of it.”
Students interested in BCA can 
join their Facebook page and visit 
their website for more information: 
www.cents-ability.org/baruch.
SPECIAL TO THE TICKER
Baruch Cents Ability members toured the New York Stock Exchange last year and were able to see the trading fl oor.
BY MICHAEL FERRARI
ASSISTANT BUSINESS EDITORR
A substantial number of stu-
dents majoring in business have 
been able to secure jobs thanks 
to Baruch’s programs for profes-
sional development.  Th e Ticker 
sat down with May Reilly, Finan-
cial Leadership Program manager, 
and Christofer Garner, investment 
banking analyst at J.P. Morgan to 
discuss the eff ectiveness of the 
program.
Reilly, a former investment 
banker, has been heading the pro-
gram since last year and has helped 
a number of the members of her 
program obtain top internships 
and jobs in fi nance. Th e companies 
where students have landed jobs 
range from J.P. Morgan to Goldman 
Sachs to Barclays Capital.
Garner, who was a member of 
FLP back when it was named the 
Wall Street Careers Program, grad-
uated from Baruch in 2008. He then 
went on to work for J.P. Morgan, and 
will be attending Harvard Business 
School next year.
In order to be admitted into the 
FLP program, “You need to have a 
minimum G.P.A. of 3.5, a real pas-
sion for the markets and some in-
ternship experience,” said Reilly.
Garner began his career at J.P. 
Morgan’s Management Services 
Program, which was a company-
wide rotational program.
“I started in sales strategy in 
treasury and securities services. 
Th en, I moved on to management 
and leadership training in the in-
vestment bank. Th en, I went to 
market risk management for credit 
training, and then, I fi nished that 
program, and now I am here,” said 
Garner.
Once admitted into the pro-
gram, FLP students enjoy a myriad 
of opportunities, such as special 
events where investment bank-
ers and other fi nance profession-
als provide them with knowledge 
about the fi eld, and are also paired 
up with a mentor to guide them 
throughout their years in business 
school.
“Th ey get a broad exposure to 
the Wall Street careers and get more 
knowledge of the diff erent types of 
products,” said Reilly. “In addition 
to that, they do diff erent kinds of 
trading simulations so that they 
can get the kind of experience and 
see how trading works and market 
making works. Th ey also gain skills 
in fi nancial modeling and Excel be-
cause we do have classes specifi cal-
ly focusing on that,” she added.
According to Garner, his expe-
rience in the Wall Street Careers 
Program 
(now FLP) consisted of specialized 
training, “which helped a lot and it 
looked really good on the resume.”
“Th ey brought in someone to 
talk about how investment banking 
works, and what a DCF is, and that 
really helped during the interview.”
FLP is known for its close rela-
tionship with J.P. Morgan recruiters. 
Each year, they have a robust case 
study in credit risk management. 
Reilly describes it as “an interesting 
program where the students can 
better understand what you would 
actually do day to day if you were 
working in one of these fi rms, but, 
then, also go through the analysis 
and presentation skills.”
Both Reilly and Garner agreed 
that complete command of Micro-
soft Excel is key to beginning any 
career in fi nance.  
“Use Excel as much as human-
ly possible and start getting really 
good at Excel,” said Reilly, who ex-
poses her students through a rigor-
ous basic and modeling training in 
Excel. 
Garner recommends that stu-
dents who are not in FLP can main-
tain a competitive edge by taking 
classes on corporate fi nance and 
investment analysis, “because that 
gives you a broad overview of fi -
nance in general.”
According to Garner, advanced 
fi nance courses give students a 
sound background in fi nance while 
in school. 
“[Finance courses] helped a lot, 
because we did case studies in the 
class, and that’s kind of similar to 
what we do now: look at fi nancials, 
look at the situation, and writing 
up a package around that,” said 
Garner.
When asked if students should 
take unpaid internships, Garner 
said it was necessary.
“Defi nitely take an unpaid in-
ternship if you have to, because at 
the end of the day, it’s the experi-
ence that matters, and it’s the expe-
rience that’s going to get you your 
next job, and no one is going to 
know it was unpaid,” said Garner.
Reilly said that one thing she has 
noticed since she has been here is 
that she does not see students net-
working as much as they should. 
According to Reilly, students 
should be “going to a recent alum 
who graduated two or three years 
ago and saying, ‘do you mind just 
telling me what you do day to day. 
How did you get your job? What 
advice do you have for me? Do you 
know anyone else that I could talk 
to? Because I’m really interested in 
getting my foot in the door.’ ”
If students do not make it into 
FLP, Reilly believes they can still 
position themselves to obtain a top 
job in fi nance or other fi elds.
“Th e students who are the most 
successful, whether they are in FLP 
or not, are the students who are do-
ing the networking and kind of have 
the internship experience already.”
Reilly’s placement rate is a re-
markable 75 percent for summer 
internships this year for the current 
class, with 11 out 16 students work-
ing in top fi nance internships and 
one in accounting. Applications for 
the program will open in April, and 
students interested should go to 
Baruch’s Career Center to prepare 
for the admission process and de-
velop a top notch resume.
SPECIAL TO THE TICKER
Christofer Garner’s class of 2006-2007 during graduation from the program.
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Money questions for finance interviews
BY AFUA FELLI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
At the height of recruiting sea-
son, and as students look for com-
petitive summer intern positions, 
they need to be aware of the top 
questions asked in a fi nance in-
terview. May Reilly, manager of 
Baruch Financial Leadership Pro-
gram, one of Baruch’s vigorous 
enrichment programs, shared the 
most common questions students 
should know prior to interviewing:
Walk me through a discounted 
cash fl ow (DCF). 
Th e key to answering this question 
is to be clear and structured in your 
response. First, explain what a DCF 
is. Specifi cally, it is a method used 
by fi nance professionals to value a 
company based on estimates of a 
company’s future cash fl ows. Th e 
fi rst step is to model a company’s 
fi nancial statements, including 
historical, as well as projections 
(generally, fi ve years into the fu-
ture). Th e next step is to calculate 
Free Cash Flow in the future years. 
Additionally, it will be necessary 
to calculate WACC, which is the 
weighted average cost of capital. 
Th is is used as the discount factor. 
Be careful when explaining WACC, 
this is a place where students can 
start rambling. Once you have es-
timated WACC, you will then use 
it as the discount factor when cal-
culating the present value of the 
FCFs. If you are using the perpe-
tuity growth model, you will also 
have to take the present value of the 
terminalvalue.
Admittedly, there is a lot more 
detail that you can add when giving 
this answer. I strongly recommend 
adding those insights; however, as 
the interviewee, make sure that you 
do not ramble or get lost in a very 
small detail, like explaining how 
Beta impacts one’s calculation of 
WACC.
 
Tell me a stock that you like 
and why.
Th e key to answering this question 
is to be specifi c. Don’t say you like 
Apple because the iPod is the great-
est product ever. Remember that an 
investor “likes” a stock because it is 
undervalued and/or there is reason 
to expect the share price to increase 
in the future. To answer this ques-
tion eff ectively, you will need to do 
some research. Understand what 
the company does, what its prod-
ucts are, what distribution it sells 
through, and who its management 
is. Additionally, you will want to 
understand the company’s fi nan-
cial performance. Know its margins 
and profi tability as well as the stock 
price performance and relevant 
multiples. Finally, you will want to 
know who its competitors are and 
how they are performing, both op-
erationally and fi nancially. 
Where is the economy going 
and why?
When I do mock interviews of stu-
dents, this is often a problem ques-
tion. Th e key to answering this ques-
tion is to make sure you are talking 
about the economy rather than the 
stock market. Yes, the economy 
and the market are related; how-
ever, strong answers will refer di-
rectly to economic indicators such 
as interest rates, PPI, CPI, housing, 
unemployment and so forth.
For asset management posi-
tions, do you believe in market 
effi  ciency? If yes, why do we need 
anybody to fi ll the position we are 
interviewing you for?
Th ere are many theorems about 
market effi  ciency. Th e effi  cient-
market hypothesis was developed 
by Eugene Fama and assumes that 
security prices refl ect all available 
information and instantly change 
to refl ect new
information. One example of 
this is when share prices move as 
a result of an earnings announce-
ment. However, behavioral fi nance 
asserts that personal factors infl u-
ence the economic decisions of 
investors, which impacts market 
prices. To answer the question, you 
need to have a point of view on the 
above theories.
For risk management posi-
tions, describe fi ve kinds of risk 
that a fi nancial institution has. 
Financial institutions face so many 
kinds of risk. 
1. Operational risk is a risk re-
sulting from the execution of a 
company’s business functions. 
2. Liquidity Risk is the risk that 
a given security cannot be traded 
quickly enough to prevent a loss.
3. Legal and Regulatory Risk 
is the risk that changes in govern-
ment policy will adversely aff ect a 
fi nancial institution.
4. Credit Risk is the risk that a 
debtor will fail to repay a loan or 
other line of credit or that the debt-
or will need to restructure its repay-
ment plan.
5. Market Risk is the risk that 
the value of an investment will de-
crease due to the change in value of 
the market. Th is risk is tied to the 
volatility of a particular security. 
Th e challenge with this question is 
to generate a list as well as to clearly 
defi ne everything that is on the list. 
In addition to preparing for the 
most commonly asked questions, 
students should check out Vault 
Guides available through the Ba-
ruch network as well as receive 
advise from industry professionals 
and mock interview at least once.
PIKE.EXTENSION.PSU.EDU
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Baruch students benefit from banker’s insights
BY LUIS SUED
BUSINESS EDITOR
Business schools across the na-
tion have developed a tradition of 
inviting top executives to talk to 
their students about achieving suc-
cess and the diff erent roles execu-
tives play in business. 
Last Th ursday, Th e Zicklin Grad-
uate Leadership Speaker Series in-
vited Diane D’Erasmo to talk to stu-
dents about her experiences as an 
executive vice-president of HSBC’s 
Commercial Banking division.
D’Erasmo was interviewed by 
Professor Donald Vrendenburgh of 
the management department.  She 
talked about what she did when 
she fi rst joined HSBC to acclimate 
to the culture and ultimately suc-
ceed. “I asked my boss at that time 
what I needed to do [… when she 
fi rst joined] and he said to me I 
needed to navigate HSBC; It was a 
huge organization,” she said, add-
ing, “Fortunately for me at that time 
they were forming diversity groups 
… and I was able to join.”
According to D’Erasmo, who 
obtained a bachelor’s degree from 
St. John’s University in accounting, 
joining these network groups is a 
way to show leadership skills. She 
also stressed the importance of vol-
unteering when opportunities are 
presented.
“I always say ‘raise your hand.’ I 
always raise my hand … If you raise 
your hand [you can show leader-
ship since] people look for help,” 
D’Erasmo said, and continued, 
“Could you get involved in a chari-
table organization and show leader-
ship there? Would you get involved 
in professional organizations and 
show leadership there?”
During the interview D’Erasmo 
shared some of her experiences as 
a leader in business and as the old-
est of 5 siblings. “I really have been 
a leader my whole life as the old-
est of fi ve children,” said D’Erasmo. 
“Leadership doesn’t just come with 
the age.”
At HSBC, D’Erasmo works with 
the individuals in her group to help 
them develop leadership skills. “We 
work very hard within my group of 
people that I manage to fi nd ways 
for people to take on leadership 
roles,” said D’Erasmo. Sometimes, 
the people in her group join net-
working groups, work on special 
projects or engage in volunteer 
work to develop this skill.
Th e executive also discussed 
particular challenges she has faced 
throughout her career. “One of the 
biggest challenges was really the 
jumbling and being a mother and 
working full-time,” she said. Anoth-
er challenge D’Erasmo mentioned 
was fi ring two employees while 
working for a diff erent supervisor 
that she did not previously work for 
and requested she fi re those em-
ployees about two years ago.
“I didn’t necessarily disagree 
with his decision about their capa-
bilities, but they were hardwork-
ing,” she said. “I wasn’t really af-
forded the opportunity to manage 
the whole process.”
D’Erasmo admitted she did not 
sleep for four months while ques-
tioning if all the steps they had tak-
en were the correct ones, ultimately 
feeling comfortable with both the 
decision and the outcome.  
Th e most rewarding part of 
D’Erasmo’s job is to see people 
move up in the organization and 
move on to attain success in other 
places. 
Th e EVP believes in communi-
cation and in new employees’ vis-
ibility and recognition of manage-
ment’s expectation of them.
D’Erasmo acknowledges the 
challenging job market for recent 
graduates and advised students to 
be fl exible when applying for jobs. 
“Th ere are diff erent ways to get 
to a certain spot … I never expect-
ed to be where I am today when I 
was your age [students],” she said. 
“Look at the opportunities present-
ed to you. I believe that as long as 
you’re learning there is something 
to be gained from the job.” 
DOVILAS BUKAUSKAS I THE TICKER
Baruch College Professor Donald Vrendenburgh (left) interviewed HSBC commercial banker Diane D’Erasmo at an event last Thursday.
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Baruch Professor Studies Gender
BY LUIS SUED
BUSINESS EDITOR
Baruch College professors in the Zicklin School of 
Business are providing students and the business com-
munity with a myriad of useful studies and research re-
ports in addition to a world-class education. Professor 
Ana Valenzuela of the marketing department conduct-
ed a study with Professor Priya Raghubir of NYU Stern 
School of Business using the TV show “Th e Weakest 
Link” to analyze how males and females use gender to 
their advantage.
Th e paper, “Male–Female Dynamics in Groups: A 
Field Study of Th e Weakest Link,” was published in the 
Feb. 2010 issue of Small Group Research.
Valenzuela has been conducting studies related to 
this topic since 2001. She obtained a PhD from the Uni-
versity of Madrid and has worked on consulting proj-
ects with prestigious entities such as the International 
Monetary Fund. Th e idea for the study emerged when 
Valenzuela and Raghubir were watching “Th e Weakest 
Link.”
“Priya Raghubir and me, we were watching the 
TV show “Th e Weakest Link” and we started thinking 
about strategic reasons for not voting out females that 
were actually good performers,” Valenzuela said.
Th e authors studied the decisions made by both 
females and males competing against each other and 
promoted those with a less of an opportunity to suc-
ceed, or eliminated those who were likely to remain as 
the single winner of the prize earned by the group in the 
game. Teams earn a prize depending on their correct 
answers, followed by the elimination of a teammate.
Th e authors found that “… both men and women 
use their gender in three strategic ways,” said Valen-
zuela. Th ese are a source of conspiracy, where some 
teammates cooperate secretly agreeing on decisions in 
a sort of camaraderie.
Individuals also use gender to enhance their win-
ning chances and to pinpoint the strongest players.
Th e number of individuals in a team is a good pre-
dictor of how people would use their genders to benefi t 
from the situation at hand.
“We also found that group makeup (number of men 
vs. women) and diff erent levels of ability within the 
group can help predict the way in which competitors 
strategically use their gender,” said Valenzuela, who 
has taught at UC Berkeley’s Haas School of Business.
Valenzuela stated that this study applies individuals 
in the corporate environment.
“Th is new insight into group dynamics could 
have implications for managing highly competitive 
environments in varied industries ranging from sports 
to fi nance,” said Valenzuela, adding a quote from the 
report: “‘Being able to identify these patterns can help 
managers predict potentially harmful vs. productive 
situations within an organization.’”
Valenzuela explained that the results found in the 
study could help individuals break into the workforce 
or become higher-level individuals in an organization 
by enabling them to think strategically about the fac-
tors involved in decision-making. 
“Th ey will be useful to students when they go into a 
competitive environment like most times is the work-
force,” Valenzuela said.
SPECIAL TO THE TICKER
Baruch College Professor Ana Valenzuela
BY GABRIEL GARNICA
SCDC CORRESPONDENT
Curiosity Can Make or 
Break Your Job Interview – 
Part One
Job seekers are aware of the 
importance of preparation to 
have a successful job search, 
but have a narrow view on 
what preparation means. Be-
yond dressing for success and 
having an impressive resume 
and cover letter, the successful 
job applicant must consider 
the importance of preparing 
for and practicing his or her in-
terview skills. One of the most 
overlooked interview skills is 
the eff ective use of questions.
Questions as Tools
If you look at interview 
questions as tools used to 
achieve a purpose, you will 
have a better chance of under-
standing just how important 
these exchanges between the 
parties in a job interview really 
are. A tool is not an end in it-
self, but rather a means to an 
end. Just as diff erent tools are 
used for diff erent tasks, diff er-
ent interview questions serve 
diff erent purposes. Th e impor-
tant thing is to research an em-
ployer and prepare questions 
based on that research, the 
particular position in question 
and the applicant’s particular 
needs and qualifi cations.
Questions as Constructive 
Curiosity
It will be helpful for the 
job seeker to see questions 
between the parties to a job 
interview as a form of con-
structive curiosity, where each 
party asks particular questions 
with an eye towards a specifi c 
goal. Th e job seeker should 
ask questions which enlight-
en or inform the discussion 
with relevant information. Th e 
employer will ask questions 
which do the same from the 
employer’s perspective. Nei-
ther party should throw out 
questions merely for the pur-
pose of fi lling dead air or time. 
You can count on the employ-
er not doing this, but you must 
make sure you avoid this mis-
take as well.
Questions as Refl ections
Another role of interview 
questions is to refl ect the in-
terest, preparation and helpful 
information of the job seeker. 
Eff ective questions demon-
strate that the applicant has 
prepared for the interview, 
is genuinely informed about 
and interested in the particu-
lar fi rm or organization, and is 
taking the possibility of work-
ing for that employer very se-
riously. Th is is one reason why 
questions that are used to fi ll 
space or to cover up a lack of 
preparation are so harmful. 
Such questions are usually 
easy to spot by the employer 
and only serve to harm the ap-
plicant’s chances of landing 
the job.
In the second part of this dis-
cussion later on in the semester, 
we will cover some typical em-
ployer questions and the sorts 
of questions applicants should 
include in an interview.
CAREER CORNER: 
INTERVIEW CURIOSITY
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BY LAUREN LENTINE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
What would the world be like 
if people could no longer update 
their status, build virtual farms or 
“poke” their friends? According 
to USA Today, some are looking 
forward to fi nding out, as a 
number of Facebook’s 400 million 
active users worldwide are de-
activating their accounts.
Facebook is not the only social 
networking site to lose some 
of its users. USA Today stated 
that this year MySpace had a 17 
percent drop of users from last 
year, placing the site in second 
place to Facebook with a total 60 
million users. Facebook currently 
dominates the social networking 
landscape with over 110 million 
visitors in the United States and its 
numbers have more than doubled 
since 2008. 
Baruch senior Anthony 
Liverano, a journalism and 
political science major, said that 
the advantage of beating his 
obsession with the site is “not 
having something to look at all 
the time, particularly my games 
that I always play, like Farmville 
and Cafe World.” He added that 
he used to have both Facebook 
and Myspace, which tended to be 
problematic because of the time-
consuming amount of work and 
studying. 
Th is distraction seems to be 
the dominant reason in many 
students’ decisions to slow down 
on social networking.
“Facebooking in class, or at 
work, is as common as texting 
these days, especially with the 
use of handy devices such as the 
iPhone,” said Aileen Ching, a 
senior and business management 
major. 
Paula Nistor, a senior majoring 
in corporate communications, has 
had some fi rst hand experience 
with this. 
“I used to have a Blackberry, but 
now that I switched to the iPhone, 
it’s ridiculous how fast I can sign 
on to Facebook,” she said. “I don’t 
even use a computer anymore.” 
Nistor said she would probably 
never de-activate her Facebook 
account completely because 
she’s learned to control herself. “I 
realized that I was wasting time on 
a site where I knew maybe fi ve or 
10 of the 200 ‘friends’ I had,” she 
said, “and with the fi ve classes I’m 
taking, there just isn’t any time.”
Th e amount of time spent 
procrastinating on Facebook is 
what senior Carlos Acevedo, also a 
corporate communications major, 
considers a reason to cut back on 
the social networking.
“We stay in front of the screen 
for long periods of time ... you 
check your notifi cations and 
you think that’s all you will do, 
but then you scroll down your 
homepage and see that someone 
just updated their status, is in a 
new relationship or is now out of 
an old one,” he said. “It becomes 
this stalker-like behavior, for a lack 
of better term. I’ve been doing a 
better job at staying away from it.”
Senior Patrick Westrick, an 
English and psychology double 
major, also found himself de-
activating his Facebook account, 
but not because it distracts him 
from school. He felt that he was 
succumbing to society’s implied 
need to become “communication 
whores,” and was being made to 
feel the need to be connected to 
other people constantly. 
Westrick also thinks that 
social networking sites, especially 
Facebook, give too much insight 
into people’s personal lives. 
Th e advantages of ditching 
these sites seem clear, but can the 
guilty pleasure of signing on to 
Facebook really be all that bad? 
Westrick doesn’t think so. “[Social 
networking sites] can be used 
casually and for fun of course, 
but should be done maturely 
and in conscious of what you are 
writing.”
But for those like Acevedo, who 
feel it gets in the way of school 
and work, it proved to be a great 
advantage when he decided to 
de-activate his account for two 
to three months last semester. 
“It became a distraction where 
procrastination was taken to a 
whole other level,” he said. “But I 
did miss it; I’m not going to lie.”
Some Facebook users sign off for good 
Features
Alum outraged at response to luger’s death
BY YAPHET MURPHY
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Ana Kovziridze, a graduate of 
Baruch College hailing from the 
Republic of Georgia, is speaking 
out about the death of Olympic 
luger Nodar Kumaritashvili. 
Kumaritashvili, also of the Re-
public of Georgia, died tragically 
after his luge went airborne, caus-
ing him to slam into a pole during 
a training run at the Olympic Win-
ter Games in Vancouver. 
Luge (the French word for 
“sled”) is a sport where athletes 
ride at speeds of up to 90 miles 
per hour through an icy, banked 
track.
In an interview with Th e Ticker, 
the former senator in the Under-
graduate Student Government ex-
pressed her frustration.
“I was enraged at how the 
Olympic Committee handled 
the situation,” she said. “Olym-
pic deaths are very rare … this is 
tragic.”
Kovziridze’s outrage at the acci-
dent is echoed by Georgian Presi-
dent Mikheil Saakashvili, whom 
the Associated Press reported as 
having said, “No sports accident 
should end in a death.”
Part of the outrage comes from 
the quickly-issued claim by Olym-
pic organizers that fault for the 
tragedy lie solely with the athlete. 
“Th ey came out with a state-
ment blaming it on the incompe-
tence of the athlete, but they came 
out with that statement so soon 
after his death.” 
Kovziridze doesn’t understand 
how the offi  cials could have been 
so certain or so insensitive. 
“Imagine how the parents feel 
… they sent him to  ‘the world’s 
greatest competition,’ only to 
never see him alive again. How do 
you bear with that statement that 
it was your son’s fault?”
Th ere are grief-stricken Geor-
gian residents here and at home 
in light of the news. 
“I remember when we fi rst 
found out. My whole family cried. 
I had tears in my eyes. A 20-year-
old who went there with his hopes 
and dreams lost his life,” she said. 
What baffl  es Kovziridze is what 
seems to have been a lack of ad-
equate safety measures to protect 
the athletes. 
“A death (in the Olympics) is 
very rare. All they needed to do is 
have proper precautions. By not 
having the proper safety, it was a 
death sentence.”
Th e Vancouver Olympic 
Organizing Committee issued a 
statement shortly after the ac-
cident saying in part, “Th ere was 
no indication that the accident 
was caused by defi ciencies in the 
track.”
According to Th e Wall Street 
Journal, the International Luge 
Federation said that “Mr. Kumar-
itashvili failed to compensate 
properly when he slid into the last 
curve.” 
But the paper also reports that 
later on, the chairman of the Fed-
eration admitted that the track 
was indeed “faster than its design-
ers ever intended it to be.”
“When I looked into it, I found 
that there were two other acci-
dents by medalists on that track. 
What I would like to see is a proper 
investigation into the dangers of 
this track that involves also look-
ing at previous accidents,” said 
Kovziridze.
Th e track’s safety is still a sub-
ject of debate. 
Many are pointing to Associ-
ated Press reports of athletes com-
plaining that the track generated 
speeds faster than they had trained 
for and that severe wipe-outs had 
been occurring prior to Kumar-
itashvili’s death.
“First there were warnings, 
then there were accidents, and 
then there was a death … I think 
that the offi  cials should admit 
their fault and not blame this on 
the athlete. I think they should 
comfort his family and everyone 
else worldwide,” she said.
Kovziridze would also like to 
see a proper memorial for Kumar-
itashvili.
“It’s sad how [VANOC] tried 
to put the whole thing under the 
rug, cover it up and move on. But 
somebody died.”
She noted that the whole 
of Georgia is mourning for 
Kumaritashvili. For many he was a 
role model and his death has left 
the country “devastated.”
 “It doesn’t matter what coun-
try this athlete is from — this was 
just mishandled.”
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A Georgian native criticizes the International Olympic Committee’s refusal to accept blame for Nodar Kumaritashvili’s death.
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USA Today reports some celebrities are also leaving social networking behind.
BY LISA FRASER
FEATURES EDITOR 
As dating violence has increased 
in recent years, the number of male 
victims is also rising. Th ough some 
women fi t the typical profi le of a 
battered partner, newer research is 
pointing to the shrouded fact that 
men are also experiencing some 
blows. According to ScienceDaily, 
a website that provides the latest 
science news, even researchers 
tend to approach dating violence 
in a biased way, perceiving the 
men as perpetrators and women as 
victims. 
However, according to Sandra 
Stith, a professor at Kansas State 
University who studies intimate 
partner violence, when conducting 
research on college students, she 
found that men and women played 
the role of off ender. 
“In our growing-up years, we 
teach boys not to hit their sister, but 
we don’t teach girls not to hit their 
brother,” she told ScienceDaily.
According to the site, Stith and 
her research team are trying to look 
at the ways in which male victims 
of violence are impacted versus 
female victims in heterosexual re-
lationships. 
While women are found to 
have high levels of depression 
and anxiety after being victimized, 
it is unclear how it aff ects men. Her 
research has found that violence in 
relationships is not always sparked 
without reason. In fact, when 
observing male and female college 
students, she found a big factor to 
be reaction. Male and female col-
lege students seem to use violence 
if the partner was violent to them. 
“It’s a dramatically more im-
portant factor than anything else,” 
she told ScienceDaily. Th is reactive 
factor became part of the national 
conversation after the notorious 
Chris Brown and Rihanna incident. 
Th e Huffi  ngton Post reported that 
some young adults insinuated that 
Rihanna “must have done some-
thing to ‘deserve’ the attack.” 
Th ough the causes of vio-
lence in a relationship are 
arguable, a staggering statistic 
from menweb.org, a website that 
provides help for battered men, 
shows that 835,000 men are vic-
tims of dating violence every year. 
Although that number doesn’t 
outweigh the National Coalition 
Against Domestic Violence’s 
estimate of 1.3 million women fall-
ing victim to violence each year, 
menweb.org reported a study from 
the year 2000 that showed men fell 
victim to violence approximately 38 
to 50 percent of the time.
 Stith stressed that female vio-
lence needs to be addressed. A 
1997 poll conducted by researchers 
at California State University found 
that out of 978 college women, 29 
percent admitted to initiating some 
kind of physical aggression toward 
their male partners over a fi ve-year 
period. Th e researchers also noted 
that younger women in their 20s 
were signifi cantly more likely to 
initiate physical aggression than 
women 30 and above.
A 2007 study from Stony 
Brook University found that 
approximately 32 percent of wom-
en in college admitted to engaging 
in physical aggression toward male 
partners. Th e study also noted, 
“Th ey engaged in acts of physical 
aggression more often than their 
male partners engaged in aggres-
sion against them.”
 Stith noted that binge drink-
ing could also play a part in dating 
violence, as well as immaturity. She 
remains headstrong, however, say-
ing, “Society needs to work toward 
ending all violence, not just male 
violence.”
Studies show rise 
in male victims of 
dating violence 
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BY SARINA SINGH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
After being pushed back several 
times from its originally scheduled 
release in November 2009, the re-
make of the 1941 classic horror 
fi lm, Th e Wolfman, was fi nally re-
leased on Feb. 12. 
Th e 102-minute-long fi lm is di-
rected by Joe Johnston, who is best 
known for fi lms such as Honey, I 
Shrunk the Kids, Jumanji, Th e Rock-
eteer and Jurassic Park III — none 
of which were helpful experience 
for directing a movie about were-
wolves.
While the plot has a few surpris-
ing twists, the majority of the fi lm is 
entirely predictable. A traveling the-
atre actor named Lawrence Talbot, 
played by Benicio del Toro, returns 
home after hearing of his brother 
Ben’s disappearance in a letter from 
his worried fi ancée, Gwen Conliff e, 
played by Emily Blunt.
Conliff e lives in a manor with 
the father of her now dead fi ancée, 
Sir John Talbot, played by Anthony 
Hopkins. As expected, while Law-
rence is trying to solve his brother’s 
murder, he is attacked by a werewolf 
and changed. Th e most intrigu-
ing part of the fi lm comes when he 
tried to fi nd out the identity of the 
werewolf who changed him.
Th e second half of the fi lm re-
volves around the character In-
spector Aberline, played by Hugo 
Weaving. After Lawrence escapes 
from an insane asylum on the night 
of the full moon, the Inspector tries 
to catch him, but does little good. 
Despite his werewolf transforma-
tion, a love story also develops in 
the second half of the fi lm, between 
Lawrence and Conliff e. Moreover, 
only love can apparently save del 
Toro’s character. Yet, by the end of 
the movie, one’s defi nition of sav-
ing may diff er.
Th e acting in the fi lm is not 
bad overall, but del Toro was com-
pletely miscast. His English accent 
and pronunciation are incorrect 
and the trademark hop in his step 
is unlike the stature of an English 
gentleman. Perhaps he managed to 
claim the role in part because he is 
a producer of the fi lm. 
Clive Owen or even a dark-
haired Daniel Craig would have 
been a perfect match for Lawrence 
Talbot. Not to be made a mockery 
of, he does pull through and deliv-
ers a fairly acceptable performance 
for the most part. 
Blunt performs well, and fans 
should expect to see a rise in her 
popularity and movie roles for the 
upcoming years. 
Hopkins, expectedly, was the 
best of all — he continues to have 
a gift for immersing himself into his 
characters and does an exceptional 
job.
Many of the scenes were full of 
violence, blood and gore, which 
means movie patrons of classic 
horror fi lms are probably the only 
ones who will truly appreciate this 
fi lm. 
It has some of the same ele-
ments as the old eerie fi lms from 
Universal Studios and the British 
production studio Hammer Films.
Th is fi lm keeps things authenti-
cally British, even mentioning the 
lack of wolves in England, which 
history tells us is because there 
was an actual werewolf scare in 
the country at one time and most 
wolves were exterminated.
Even with the primary focus 
being on England, the movie was 
viewed more in the United States 
than in the United Kingdom, gross-
ing over $50 million in the United 
States. Even at over $100 million 
worldwide, the fi lm has yet to break 
even on its $150 million budget.
WORDPRESS.COM
The Wolfman remake is weak
BY KERRI JAREMA
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR
Songs of Shame, the latest album 
by Brooklyn-based band Woods, is 
a collection of earthy, low-fi  tracks 
that sound completely pared down 
and authentic, making them en-
tirely accessible to fans both new 
and old.
Th e band, consisting of mem-
bers Jeremy Earl, Jarvis Taveniere, 
Kevin Morby and G. Lucas Crane, 
are most known for their upbeat 
folk-rock hymns, focusing on tunes 
that sound homespun. Th e eff ect 
leaves listeners with the impression 
that there is little emphasis placed 
on production, and more on the 
music, which adds considerable 
charm to the album.
Th eir most cohesive collection 
to date, the album has numerous 
stand-out tracks including “Rain 
On,” which was featured on NY-
LON Magazine’s recent Indie Spot-
light iTunes mix. Th is melancholy 
masterpiece opens up with a guitar 
lick reminiscent of an old Nirvana 
track, but quickly turns into a dusky 
and subtle tune, with lyrics that un-
derline the album’s theme of loss 
and discontent.
“September with Pete” is by far 
the most memorable of the tracks 
from Songs of Shame, if for noth-
ing more than its glaring diff erence 
from the rest of the songs. Th e over 
nine-minute long instrumental 
guitar jam is Woods’ latest noise ex-
periment, which is somewhat out 
of place among the more laid-back 
pieces before and after it. However, 
the tune is interesting and it keeps 
the listener intrigued to hear more.
Th e songs that follow and pre-
cede it are all worth hearing. “Mili-
tary Madness” a cover of the song 
by Graham Nash of Crosby, Stills 
and Nash, is a wistful yet earnest 
anti-war song that is both reminis-
cent of the original but doesn’t fall 
into the trap of sounding forced. 
Instead, it is a refreshing take on an 
old song that remains entirely rel-
evant today.
“Gypsy Hand” and “Where and 
What are You” close out the album, 
both following in the same vein 
of “Rain On.” Th e songs are quiet 
and subtle, like most of the album, 
but they also draw the listener in. 
Woods uses the quiet and under-
stated to get people to listen more 
closely. 
Th ere is a mystery underneath 
their music that their humble pro-
duction allows to shine through. 
Th ese are the kinds of songs listen-
ers need to dissect and just one lis-
ten will have them coming back for 
more.
BY LILLIAN RIZZO 
MANAGING EDITOR
Releasing his 15th solo album, Y 
Not, former Beatle Ringo Starr not 
only refl ects on his past, but also 
looks forward to the future.
Starr co-wrote all of the tracks, 
assisted by a variety of musicians. 
With the help of music legends Joe 
Walsh and Paul McCartney on a 
number of tracks, the main appeal 
of Starr’s latest work is the proof 
that rock gods stick together, no 
matter how many years go by.
Th e theme of embracing the 
future and appreciating the past 
carries through in Starr’s songs, es-
pecially the fi rst four tracks, which 
will appeal particularly to the older 
audience who will likely reach for 
the album fi rst. Th e tracks are not 
only fi lled with guest appearances 
but their retro rock sound is also 
a perfect fi t for the topics they ex-
plore.
“Fill in the Blanks,” the lead-
in song, was co-written by Walsh. 
Opening with Walsh on guitar, 
the chords scream of his style and 
Starr’s familiar voice chimes in. 
Walsh also plays guitar on the song 
“Peace Dream,” which features Mc-
Cartney on bass. 
Th e track is an obvious hom-
age to the late John Lennon and 
his “give peace a chance” ideals, 
as Starr sings lyrics like “No more 
hunger, no more pain … Just like 
John Lennon sang from his Amster-
dam bed.”
Th e standout track happens 
to be Starr’s most personal song, 
“Th e Other Side of Liverpool,” an 
account of his poor life in his birth-
place. It features drab music and 
Starr puts on a droning voice. Gui-
tarist Billy Squier joins Starr, as he 
paints a picture of his past and the 
city he left behind.
Th e following song is the Starr 
and McCartney duet  “Walk With 
You.” McCartney only supplies part 
of the chorus, making sure to leave 
Starr in the spotlight. Th e song ex-
plores the reassurance of a lasting 
friendship, probably refl ecting that 
of the two remaining mop tops 
themselves.
But as this song ends, so does 
Starr’s refl ection on the past. He 
moves on to a more modern sound 
and explores diff erent values, spe-
cifi cally looking toward the future.
Starr adds female backup voic-
es to some tracks, which is always 
slightly odd when paired with a 
Beatle voice and a funky beat, like 
in the song “Time.” He then switch-
es gears for the next few songs, pro-
viding more relaxed beats. 
While these songs fall short 
when compared to the fi rst four 
tracks, Starr continues to interest-
ingly experiment with style, even 
including an Eastern style at the 
end of the title track, reminiscent 
of George Harrison’s preferred 
sound.
Closing the album is the song 
“Who’s Your Daddy?” Th is is where 
Starr loses his key demographic by 
including Joss Stone on lead vocals, 
while he provides only the chorus. 
Th is soulful song is extremely dif-
ferent from everything else on the 
album and doesn’t mesh well. Still, 
Starr is able to provide the playful 
quality he is best known for, similar 
to his lead in “Yellow Submarine.”
While this album strays from 
the sound Starr created with the 
Beatles and his solo country sound, 
his experimentation shows that he 
remains young at heart. His choice 
to focus on the themes of the past 
is where the main strength of this 
collection lies and Starr never falls 
short on the role he is best known 
for — “the fun Beatle.”
Ringo Starr says Y Not to new album Woods sing Songs of Shame
TIMEOUTNY.COM
PASSIONATI.COM
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BY ASHLEY RUDDER
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
Ovest Pizzoteca, a new restau-
rant located in Chelsea, serves 
simple, well-made Italian food. Th e 
second restaurant established by 
owner Michele Luliano, whose fi rst 
restaurant, Luzzo’s, is well known 
for their thin crust pizza, Ovest Piz-
zoteca is the newest option for a 
tasty Italian lunch.
When considering the menu, 
the featured lunch specials stand 
out among the several appetizing 
Italian dishes. Th e Pizza al Por-
tafoglio and Pizza al Cono are $6 
each and made in a rustic wood fi re 
oven, prepared for those dining ei-
ther in or taking out.
Th e wonderful aroma of cheese 
and baked bread waft into the din-
ing area from the kitchen as diners 
sit comfortably waiting for their 
orders. Th e atmosphere is mellow. 
Th e simple, minimalist décor and 
rustic interior add an intimate feel 
to the space, with a bit of edge from 
metal strobe lights that plunge from 
the ceiling. Th e bar is well stocked 
with expensive Italian wines, along 
with the customary assortment of 
alcoholic beverages.
After about 15 minutes of wait-
ing, patrons will be ready to dig into 
their gourmet pizzas. Th e Pizza al 
Portafoglio is a large pizza with an 
abundant fi lling of arugula, Parmi-
giano cheese, mozzarella and pro-
sciutto. Th e pizza is made without 
sauce, to allow the other amazing 
textures to stand out.
Th e Pizza al Cono is also served 
in a large portion and is fi lled with a 
generous amount of cheese, toma-
to sauce and fresh basil. Th e sauce 
tastes like a traditional homemade 
tomato sauce that simmered in a 
pot for hours. Th e crust is tasty, 
with a soft doughy center that ab-
sorbs the fl avorful sauce and moz-
zarella cheese oozing of the sides of 
the pizza.
Overall, the service is satisfac-
tory and the wait for food is rea-
sonable. Th e staff  is laid-back and 
friendly, but is entirely focused on 
keeping customers happy. Despite 
the steep price of the pizza, both 
lunch specials are delightful and 
their large portions make them 
more than satisfying.
Pizza is always a crowd pleaser, 
and fresh ingredients turn this fa-
vorite into a more delicious and 
sophisticated dish. Head over to 
Ovest Pizzoteca for a tasty slice and 
a charming dining experience.
Ovest Pizzoteca is located at 513 
W, 27th St. Visit ovestbyc.com for 
more information.
BY KERRI JAREMA
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR
Th e men’s fashion recently 
shown at New York Fashion Week 
is a study in dressed-up separates 
and sophisticated suits, making 
high-end dressing both easy and 
comfortable.
Michael Kors stuck to a laid-
back vibe for his men’s line, featur-
ing a lot of layered cashmere and 
fl annel. Th e hiking boot trend that 
has hit menswear for the remain-
der of the winter would fi t in well 
again this coming fall, with the dark 
denim and thick knits in Kors’ line.
Th om Browne went for practical 
pieces, like thick and impeccably 
cut overcoats in navy blue and coal 
gray and even a bright white piece 
with thin black trimming. Michael 
Bastian also stuck to the classics, al-
beit with a British prep meets edgy 
vibe. Th e line featured various rich 
hues from honey-colored tweed to 
deep greens and mauves. Paired 
with Doc Martens and denim, the 
straight-laced jackets become part 
of a cool, tailored look.
Richard Chai went for a more 
modern, urban approach with his 
line, featuring comfortable pieces 
that guys will gravitate towards, 
including supple leather jackets, 
cashmere sweaters and gray kha-
kis. Chai also had interesting takes 
on layering, putting long cardigans 
under waist-length coats and even 
vests over jackets. Th e result is un-
expected, but refreshing.
Calvin Klein remained one of 
the most infl uential men’s lines 
of Fashion Week, showing shiny 
leather jackets, fl oor-length over-
coats and relaxed metallic gray 
suits. Another interesting take on 
the suit came from Simon Spurr, 
who showed blue and red striped 
suits with bowler hats and soft gray 
suits with patterned pocket squares 
– both worn with t-shirts rather 
than button-downs.
Billy Reid, 3.1 Philip Lim and 
Rag & Bone all went for the out-
doorsy look, focusing on plaids, 
hiking boots, fl annel coats and 
thick knit sweaters. Gant by Mi-
chael Bastian went for a high-end 
American Eagle Outfi tters look, 
showing striped rugby shirts, dis-
tressed and light-wash denim and 
thick-knit skullcaps.
DKNY’s line went for the best 
of all the latest trends. Th e line fea-
tured skinny gray suits, worn with 
heavy hiking boots (with brightly 
colored laces), polo shirts under 
tailored blazers and coats with fur 
hoods.
Th ings to keep in your wardrobe 
include rugby shirts, hiking boots 
and tailored blazers. Items to buy 
include an updated khaki pant, a 
long overcoat and Doc Martens.
Trend Review: Fashion Week Special Fancy pizza fills stomachs
Out of 5
Food: ????
Service: ???
Atmosphere: ???
Price: $$ (10-15)
YELP.COM
ESQUIRE.COMESQUIRE.COMESQUIRE.COM
From left to right: Designs by Michael Bastian, Richard Chai and Simon Spurr.
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BY ALEXEY KUSHNEROV
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Smartphones are at risk of be-
coming the next major target for 
computer hackers. Researchers at 
Rutgers University presented their 
fi ndings on cell phone vulnerabili-
ties at a mobile computing work-
shop in Maryland, informing both 
users and phone manufacturers of 
the potential security threat.
“Smartphones are essentially 
becoming regular computers … 
they run the same class of operat-
ing systems as desktop and laptop 
computers, so they are just as vul-
nerable to attack by malicious,” said 
Vinod Ganapathy, assistant profes-
sor of computer science in the Rut-
gers School of Arts and Sciences, in 
a Rutgers press release.
Since 2006, attacks on cell 
phones have become more com-
mon. Th e fi rst attacks on cell 
phones came in the form of mul-
timedia messages. After the user’s 
phone received the message, the 
cell phone would continually pro-
cess the information and drain the 
battery 20 times faster than regular 
use. While cell phones have be-
come more advanced, the types of 
attacks have also become more so-
phisticated.
Ganapathy and his team worked 
on a specifi c type of nefarious mal-
ware dubbed “rootkits.” Unlike 
computer viruses, rootkits attack 
the heart of a computer’s software, 
the operating system. 
Rootkits can only be detected 
through a program known as a 
“virtual machine monitor,” which 
examines every operating system 
operation and data structure. An 
anti-virus scan would be unable 
to detect this specifi c type of mal-
ware. 
Combating rootkits on smart-
phones is impossible since smart-
phones lack a virtual machine 
monitor program due to processing 
constraints. Th e program simply 
demands too much processing re-
sources and energy that a portable 
phone could currently support.
Rootkits can be dangerous for 
the user. Not only could the assail-
ant eavesdrop on conversations 
and extract personal information 
from phone directories, they could 
even keep track of a user’s where-
abouts by querying the phones’ 
Global Positioning System receiver.
In Europe and Asia, rootkits 
could even gain access to a user’s 
fi nances. With mobile phones that 
can make payments like a credit 
card, a rootkit could potentially 
make the phone issue “reverse 
SMS” orders, which would direct 
payments to the assailant.
Currently, rootkits can be 
spread through an online website 
or Bluetooth. A benign Bluetooth 
worm has already been discovered 
in Singapore. Security specialists 
speculate that it was simply a test of 
the effi  ciency and eff ectiveness of 
the infection mechanism and that a 
major virus might be in the works. 
While there isn’t much that 
users can do currently to protect 
themselves from attacks, it is advis-
able to visit only credible websites 
and delete text messages from un-
known senders.
BY HSI CHAN
SCIENCE EDITOR
When Neaz Noor entered his 
essay on fi ber optics into 2009’s 
CUNY Nobel Science Challenge, he 
did not think he would be chosen.
“I didn’t expect to win because 
I did it last minute,” said Noor, a 
biology major at Baruch College. 
“Even though I thought [my essay] 
was pretty good, one of my biggest 
problems was fi guring out my tar-
get audience.”
Instead, CUNY awarded third 
place to Noor for his essay on 
physicist Charles K. Kao’s contribu-
tions to optical communication. A 
committee of three CUNY physics 
professors from numerous colleges 
judged Noor’s essay on its accura-
cy, clarity and accessibility on the 
general public.
Considered to be the father of 
modern fi ber optic communica-
tion networks, Kao discovered how 
to transmit light signals through 
fused silica glass fi bers. Currently, 
fi ber optic lines carry voice, video 
and Internet data across the globe. 
According to the Nobel Prize Com-
mittee that awarded Kao the Nobel 
in physics, these fi ber optic lines 
put together could span Earth more 
than 25,000 times.
“I chose to write my essay in 
physics because my computer eth-
ics course was talking about the 
Internet,” said Noor. “Th at got me 
thinking and I wanted to explore 
the technology behind it.”
Vital in long-distance commu-
nications, fi ber optic lines sidestep 
transmission issues found in elec-
trical cables. In electrical cables, 
signals diminish over distance and 
are prone to electromagnetic inter-
ference. However, with light, fi ber 
optics can carry more signals far-
ther and faster than it is possible on 
electrical cables.
Noor will be receiving an Ama-
zon Kindle for his essay. However, 
for Noor, the prize wasn’t the only 
reason for his entry. “Obviously, 
the prize was an incentive for me, 
but I fi gured that [fi ber optics] was 
something I knew about and could 
write about.”
Noor wrote the winning essay 
with college-educated individuals 
in mind. 
Th e CUNY Nobel Science Chal-
lenge accepts essay entries about 
Nobel Prizes from every CUNY 
school. Noor is not the only Baruch 
College student to win the chal-
lenge this year. Patrick Pompili won 
second place for his essay on the 
Nobel Prize in Economics.
For Noor, all Baruch students 
should work on their written com-
munication skills. “Everybody, 
including science majors, should 
have the ability to communicate 
both verbally and in words.”
BY HSI CHAN
SCIENCE EDITOR
Barely two weeks after its in-
troduction, Google Buzz is cur-
rently at the center of a huge online 
fi restorm over the issue of Internet 
privacy. While the company has be-
gun introducing privacy controls, 
the damage to Google’s credibility 
may already be done.
Privacy features, which give us-
ers the ability to control what in-
formation is revealed online, are 
found in all major networking sites 
ranging from behemoths like Fa-
cebook to thousands of forums on 
the web. Users are given options to 
block people from accessing their 
information and choosing what in-
formation to divulge to the public.
At the center of Google’s pri-
vacy woes is its auto-follow feature. 
Originally designed to simplify the 
process of incorporating existing 
Gmail contacts into Buzz, users 
were outraged to fi nd that e-mail 
contacts whom they barely knew 
were automatically added. Further-
more, updates from existing ser-
vices, like Picasa and Reader, were 
automatically divulged to a user’s 
followers.
Th e Electronic Privacy Infor-
mation Center, a public research 
center in Washington, D.C., fi led 
a complaint with the U.S. Federal 
Trade Commission. “Th is com-
plaint concerns an attempt by 
Google, Inc., the provider of a wide-
ly used e-mail service, to convert 
the private, personal information 
of Gmail subscribers into public 
information for the company’s so-
cial network service Google Buzz,” 
the complaint reads. “Th is change 
in business practices and service 
terms violated user privacy expec-
tations, diminished user privacy, 
contradicted Google’s own privacy 
policy, and may have also violated 
federal wiretap laws.”
Google has made a number of 
steps to appease users. Th e auto-fol-
low feature has been permanently 
disabled and service updates from 
Google’s other online properties 
are no longer automatically added 
into Buzz. Users can also opt-out 
completely from Buzz through a 
tab in their Gmail settings.
“We quickly realized that we 
didn’t get everything quite right,” 
wrote Todd Jackson, product man-
ager of Gmail and Google Buzz, on 
the company’s blog. “We’re very 
sorry for the concern we’ve caused 
and have been working hard ever 
since to improve things based on 
your feedback. We’ll continue to do 
so.”
According to the Google Buzz 
team, the site had only been tested 
within the company. At that time, 
privacy concerns did not surface.
Google’s Buzz is not the fi rst 
social networking site to frustrate 
users. In 2007, Facebook launched 
Beacon, an advertising system that 
revealed purchases made by us-
ers on external websites. Th ough 
designed to help advertisers de-
liver targeted advertisements to the 
user’s friends, users were outraged 
that they had been automatically 
enrolled in the advertising sys-
tem. While Facebook responded to 
criticism by changing Beacon auto-
matic enrollment, users still fi led a 
class action lawsuit. In 2009, Face-
book retired Beacon.
Th e Electronic Frontier Founda-
tion has a paper educating users on 
basic privacy preservation. Some 
steps include disabling “cookies” 
(fi les that websites leave on your 
computer to keep track of user hab-
its) and using two e-mails, one for 
personal business and the other for 
public spaces. Th e rest of the paper, 
titled “EFF’s Top 12 Ways to Protect 
Your Online Privacy” can be found 
at their website www.eff .org.
Th is is not Google’s fi rst scrape 
with privacy concerns. Over the 
years, many users and analysts 
have been wary of Google’s practice 
of linking search statistics to user 
queries. However, Google main-
tains that all data collected from its 
users is anonymous.
Science & Technology
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Google’s social networking site, Buzz, is currently at the center of a huge online fi restore over the issue of Internet privacy.
No privacy on Buzz worries users Baruch student takes third in 
CUNY Science 
Challenge
Smart phone under threat of attacks
WIKIMEDIA.ORG
PHONEREPORT.INFO
According to researchers, Smartphones like the Blackberry Storm can be infected with a malicious program called a rootkit.
“I didn’t expect to win 
because I did it last 
minute. Even though 
I thought [my essay] 
was pretty good, one of 
my biggest problems 
was fi guring out my 
target audience.”
- Neaz Noor, Biology Major
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BY LILLIAN RIZZO 
MANAGING EDITOR
As the Bearcats get ready for the 
2010 season, the edge that will put 
them above the other CUNY Athlet-
ic Conference teams comes down 
to mainly one thing: options.
With 19 players now on the 
squad, all of them are talented in 
multiple positions and have dif-
ferent things to off er to the new 
dynamics of the women’s softball 
team.
“Th e big plus about our team 
is that everyone is versatile and 
everyone can play diff erent posi-
tions,” said assistant coach Penny 
Weiner. “We still don’t know who 
will be starting, [so] everyone gets 
a fair shake in deciding.”
Th ey fi nished last season with 
an overall 19-21 record, plagued 
by the loss of two key players and 
small numbers. Th ey ended their 
playoff  run against Hunter in the 
third-round shut out 3-0.
“I think we have a lot of players. 
If injury takes its toll on us, we know 
we have a solid bench,” said captain 
and senior Melissa Pena. Th e short-
stop of last season fi nished with 
the leading team stats. She posted 
a .477 average, 15 RBIs and a .533 
slugging percentage.
Not only has the team increased 
by fi ve players, two women from 
last year will be returning, whose 
departure left the team weakened 
and unable to make the fi nals. Ash-
ley Brandow was a “pivotal player” 
as a freshman, said Weiner, but 
transferred out of the school last 
year. 
She is returning this year to Ba-
ruch and will be back on the team. 
As the team lost Brandow last year, 
they also lost Idelissa Lluveres to an 
injury. She is now ready to take the 
fi eld.
Aside from these two come-
backs, recruiter and assistant coach 
Anthony Rodriguez found fi ve 
freshmen to join the team as well. 
“Th e returning players have been a 
really good mix with the freshmen,” 
said Weiner.
Pena feels the team’s biggest 
challenge is learning how to play 
together on the fi eld. Neverthe-
less, Weiner feels “the chemistry 
has been very good” among the 
women.
Ending last year on a sour note, 
the Hunter Hawks and the College 
of Staten Island continue to be the 
main teams to beat this season. 
“We know that Staten Island will 
be Staten Island and Hunter will 
be Hunter,” said Weiner. “Th ese are 
traditionally good programs and 
we don’t expect anything less. We 
are looking forward to the chal-
lenge and playing them.”
But the players’ confi dence 
doesn’t have them focusing on 
what teams to watch out for. 
“We don’t like to worry about 
what other teams are doing,” said 
senior Dania Ghrawl, an outfi eld-
er last season. “Our defense is the 
best, our fi elding is amazing and we 
have really big hitters this year.”
 Hunter and CSI are not the only 
CUNYAC opponents to look out 
for. Weiner says John Jay gave them 
some competitive games last year 
(although Baruch defeated them in 
round two last season) and Brook-
lyn College is going to be a better 
team with a new coach.
Still, Weiner, assistant coach 
for nine years, is singing the same 
tune of confi dence as the players. “I 
believe we are going to turn some 
heads.”
Th e team will have an infl ux of 
fi ve pitchers; two are freshmen, 
and two new outfi elders. Pena be-
lieves that once the team gets used 
to playing with each other, they 
will gel by the playoff s and see the 
championships. 
However, bringing home the 
CUNYAC trophy is not the Lady 
Bearcats’ only priority.
“We are looking to get the re-
spect we deserve from the athletic 
department,” said Ghrawl, as she 
crossed her fi ngers. “Everyone 
keeps saying ‘Th is is the year, this is 
the year’ and we just want to prove 
them right.”
Baseball looking to repeat as champs
BY TIMOTHY PETROPOULOS
SPORTS EDITOR
For the fi rst time since 2001, the 
Bearcats will enter the season with 
the title: that everyone covets: de-
fending champions. 
Following the two worst seasons 
in Baruch history, 2007 and 2008, 
where they combined for only 13 
wins against 52 losses, the Bearcats 
turned the tide in a major way in 
2009 by winning 19 games, en route 
to bringing home a CUNY Athletic 
Conference championship.
Th is season, the team is relaxed, 
confi dent, and looking to make 
more school history by repeating as 
CUNYAC champions.
“We are way ahead of where we 
were at this point last year,” said 
starting pitcher Daniel Brudie, who 
recorded 34 strikeouts, with a 5-2 
record and 3.40 ERA. “It looks like 
it’s going to be an excellent year.”
Last year, Baruch had six play-
ers named all-stars, returning 
four of them this season including 
Brudie, senior and team captain 
David Chestnut (.400 average), ju-
nior defensive wiz second baseman 
Benjamin Riofrio (16 double plays 
turned), freshman standout out-
fi elder Th omas Daly (33 RBI) and 
ace Kellin Bliss (37 strikeouts). 
2009 CUNYAC Player of the Year 
Jorge Rosado will not return, the 
leader in CUNYAC in almost every 
major off ensive category, includ-
ing a .465 average, .806 slugging 
percentage, 36 RBI, 34 stolen bases, 
32 walks and 104 total bases to go 
along with his team-leading six 
home runs. 
Adding more to these impres-
sive stats, Rosado did it all from the 
leadoff  spot.
“Instead of having one guy do all 
those things, we have three are four 
guys who are capable of doing what 
one player did last year,” said head 
coach Jose Torres who is entering 
his fourth season. “We have more 
depth this year.”
One player that will be counted 
on to pick up the slack this season 
is fourth-year leader Chestnut. 
Th e jack-of-all-trades last season, 
contributed 13 doubles and 32 RBI 
at the plate, 43 strikeouts and fi ve 
complete games on the mound and 
36 assists at third base.
“I don’t feel extra pressure 
because if I did feel pressure I 
wouldn’t be helping this team,” 
said Chestnut. “I am just part of 
the team, I come in and do my job, 
bring in runs, play the fi eld, pitch 
and get wins. I try and keep it as 
simple as I can because if you put 
more weight on your shoulders 
than there already is you are going 
to just sink in the sand.”
Chestnut knows what it’s like to 
be on the top and the bottom from 
his career with the Bearcats, and 
he believes this year’s team has a 
shot at being just as great as last 
season’s.
“We may be a notch below 
where we were last year, but we are 
still up there,” said Chestnut. “We 
are way better then the 4-24 team 
we used to be.”
Although the Bearcats’ season 
was great on the fi eld, it was also 
mired in controversy off  of it. 
After 23 games, it was found out 
that outfi elder Arturo Ledesma, 
who was leading Baruch in fi ve ma-
jor hitting categories at the time, 
signed with the Atlantic City Surf, 
a semi-professional team, lead 
by former Yankee Cecil Fielder as 
manager, in 2008. 
Although Ledesma only stayed 
with the Surf for two weeks before 
being released, he still violated an 
NCAA rule forbidding a college ath-
lete to sign a professional contract 
while currently enrolled as a col-
lege athlete and was subsequently 
kicked off  the team.
“People are calling last year il-
legitimate because we had a ‘pro-
fessional player’ on our team. We 
are out to prove them wrong,” said 
outfi elder Joe Murray. “We are hun-
gry.”
Th e Bearcats hope to look past 
the controversy and duplicate a 
season ending with a champion-
ship win.
“I think we are more rounded 
this year then we were last year, and 
I think we have a chance to do a lot 
of good things like last year,” said 
Torres.
Softball looks a for ‘frosh’ start
DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER
The Bearcats believe that their balanced team can repeat as CUNYAC champs, despite the loss of Player of the Year Rosado.
DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER
With fi ve new freshman on the team, and two key players returning, the Bearcats are looking to regain the prominence they once had in the CUNYAC this season.
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BY TIMOTHY PETROPOULOS
SPORTS EDITOR
For the second straight season, 
Brooklyn College has ended Ba-
ruch’s championship hopes, de-
feating the Bearcats, 82-77, in an 
overtime thriller on Tuesday night 
in the semifi nals of the CUNY Ath-
letic Conference playoff s.
Bearcat nemesis Daniel Nes-
bit burned Baruch for 22 points, 
including a three-point basket at 
the end of regulation to help force 
overtime and six free throws in the 
extra period to seal the victory for 
the Bulldogs.
“It hurts much more [that the 
loss came to Brooklyn],” said junior 
Sean Loftus. “It was so disappoint-
ing after the game […] you’ve never 
seen a quieter locker room.”
With the Bearcats up 70-69 with 
29 seconds left, sophomore guard 
Mickey Abbatiello missed a free 
throw that was rebounded by Lof-
tus on the low block. Loftus kicked 
the ball back to Abbatiello at the 
top of the key who, in an attempt 
to avoid a foul that would stop the 
clock, turned the ball over.
Th e turnover lead to a fast break 
by the Bulldogs, and when every 
Bearcat went to cover two-time 
CUNYAC player of the year Richard 
Jean-Baptiste, Nesbit was left wide 
open in the corner for the three 
to put Baruch down 72-70 with 10 
seconds left.
“In that fi nal moment I know 
that they have to respect [Jean-
Bapiste],” said Nesbit. “So once he 
goes to the basket, if they decide 
to get off  me and I get the ball I am 
very confi dent that it’s going in, and 
you saw what happened.”
Th e Bearcats weren’t done 
though, quickly taking the ball from 
one basket to the other, junior Lio-
nel Hilaire (19 points, fi ve assists) 
forced a foul with two seconds left, 
sinking both to force overtime.
In overtime, the Bearcats got 
sloppy with the ball, committing 
the same amount of turnovers as 
points, fi ve, allowing Nesbit to seal 
the victory.
“We lost the game. Th ey didn’t 
out play us; we basically defeated 
ourselves,” said senior George Kun-
kel (6 points, 15 rebounds). “Our 
turnovers and sloppy play in the 
end is what really lost the game; I 
don’t think they deserved to win, 
but they did.”
In the game, Baruch turned the 
ball over 21 times and shot only 37 
percent from the fl oor while only 
forcing 12 turnovers and allowing 
Brooklyn to shoot 48 percent.
“Going into the game, the fi rst 
thing we said was we couldn’t have 
a lot of turnovers,” said Abbatiello. 
“I thought we out played them, we 
just made a couple of big mistakes 
and they got the best of us.”
A positive to take from the game 
was the outstanding play of junior 
Chris Beauchamp, who scored a 
game high 23 points, including all 
fi ve points in overtime, as well as 
5-of-9 from three-point range.
“I think he is developing into 
one of the best players in the con-
ference,” said head coach Ray Ran-
kis.
Th e loss also ends the CUNYAC 
career of four-year captain Kunkel, 
the only men’s player in Baruch his-
tory to record over 1,000 rebounds. 
Th e only senior graduating, Kunkel 
is a surefi re Baruch hall-of-famer 
and also has over 1,000 points to go 
with his rebounding total.
“Th e loss hurt a lot because of 
[Kunkel], he’s ending his career at 
Baruch,” said Loftus. “He wanted a 
championship and we all wanted a 
championship for him.” 
“[Playing at Baruch] was a great 
experience, I have no regrets what-
soever,” said Kunkel. “I’m happy 
of what I accomplished individu-
ally but I wish I would have gotten 
a championship. I’ve gotten really 
close, but just never got it done.”
Although the CUNY portion of 
the season is over, Baruch is hoping 
for a berth in the Eastern College 
Athletic Conference tournament, 
where they are expected to be a top 
seed .
“We are going to play in the 
ECAC’s, but it’s not the same,” said 
Loftus. “It’s just so tough, so tough 
[to lose].”
In 1980, the world witnessed a 
miracle. Th e U.S. hockey team had 
defeated the unstoppable Rus-
sian behemoth, which came into 
that game with seven gold medals 
in their history. Th e intimidating 
hockey machine was brought down 
by a group of college kids and ama-
teurs during the cold war confl ict 
between the two nations. Th at day 
is still remembered even now, an 
eternal medal for the Unit-
ed States and a sore wound 
for Russia. 
Now the table is set once 
more at the Vancouver 
Olympics of 2010, only this 
time the Russians present 
a bigger threat than ever 
before, and they are not the 
only ones with fi re power; 
Canada was also consid-
ered the favorite coming into the 
tournament. Th e keyword is ‘was’.
Th e hockey world was stunned 
on Sunday, Feb. 21 as the U.S. did 
the unexpected by defeating Cana-
da, 5-3, on their home ice. 
Only one minute into the game, 
Captain Jamie Langenbrunner of 
the New Jersey Devils launched a 
puck, which ricocheted off  of Ca-
nadian Captain Sidney Crosby, and 
entered the Canadians net. Either 
momentum or luck — or maybe 
both — stayed with the Americans 
from that point on. 
Th e Americans kept gaining the 
lead, after the Canadians kept tying 
the game. But Brian Rafl aski of the 
United States launched the puck 
into the opponent's net twice to 
boost the USA up to four goals with 
the help of Chris Drury of the New 
York Rangers. 
Canada responded with a raging 
attack. Surprisingly, it was much 
like the rage that the Soviet Union 
responded with in the 1980 game 
— that yielded no result. Coinci-
dence? Or is the spirit of the 1980 
U.S. Olympic team guiding the 
sticks of the current team?
Before the U.S. game, Russia 
defeated the Czech Republic 4-2. 
Th ere is not a single goalie in the 
world that doesn’t feel an ice-cold 
sweat when Russia's Alex-
ander Ovechkin gets the 
puck on his stick. 
Th e Russian superhu-
man is the leading scorer 
in the National Hockey 
League, with 42 goals this 
season and an NHL ca-
reer total of 276 goals in 
only fi ve seasons. He is the 
fastest skater, the hardest 
shooter and, to the horror of the 
opposing team, one of the hardest 
hitters. 
With a 6-foot-2-inch and 230 
pound frame, Ovechkin delivers 
devastating, bone-crunching hits 
that may possibly send players to 
the hospital. 
Th e USA won the game with just 
teamwork and spirit. Th is is the tru-
ly dangerous combination that can 
topple the largest giants in hockey 
and any sport out there as the 1980 
Olympics proved. 
If one tiny fl aw in the USA team-
work shows, it’s over. Th e USA 
won't withstand the onslaught ei-
ther team can bring.
 But then again, this is what 
everyone said in 1980. Th e USA 
proved miracles can happen, and 
they may very well prove it again 
with the fl ourishing and spirited 
youth guiding its team. 
Women going to the ‘ship
BY SPENCE PACKER
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
Th e women’s basketball team con-
tinued their trend of beating teams in 
the post-season by exactly 20 points. 
Wednesday’s semi-fi nal game against 
the College of Staten Island, which 
was held at City College, ended with 
a fi nal score of 82-62.
Th e Bearcats came out shoot-
ing approximately 31 percent as 
opposed to the Dolphins superior 
37 percent. However, the Bearcats 
bested the Dolphins with regards to 
free throws making 60 percent, ap-
proximately 17 percent better than 
the Dolphins.
Th e fi rst half of the semi-fi nal was 
CUNY MVP and Baruch star Mo-
nique Salmon’s fi rst half back in the 
game after an ankle injury. In that 
half, she hit four out of 12 fi eld goals 
and six out of seven free throws.
In the second half, the Bearcats 
hit approximately 57 percent of their 
fi eld goals, compared to the Dolphins’ 
33 percent. Yet Baruch hit about 54 
percent of their free throws as op-
posed to CSI’s 80 percent. Th e game 
ended with a score of 82-62.
Th e three captains of the team, 
Christina Kelly, Kalea Davis and 
Salmon each shot 14 points. “We had 
too many turnovers,” said Davis. Th e 
team had 22 turnovers as opposed to 
their average 20.
Despite coming out slowly and 
having more turnovers than usual, 
the team stayed focused, pulled to-
gether and managed to make a scor-
ing run in the second half for a posi-
tive result.
Th e fi nal game against Hunter 
College will take place on Feb. 27, at 
3 p.m.
Joseph, refl ecting on the remain-
der of the post season, noted, “If we 
fail it’s because of us, not because of 
what another team will do to us. We 
have to understand that we control 
our own destiny.”
Men’s season ends in heartbreak
DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER
After a season of dominace, the women fi nd themselves competing for a championship against Hunter after beating CSI, 82-62.
USA hopes for repeat miracle
PHOTOS BY DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER
In captain George Kunkel’s last game as a Bearcat, Baruch blew a fourth quarter lead in the fi nal seconds and lost to Brooklyn College in overtime in the semi-fi nals.
ALEX  MIKOULIANITCH 
Bearcat Prowler
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The women’s basketball team advanced to the CUNYAC championship against rival Hunter, but the men couldn’t follow suit, losing to Brooklyn in OT. PAGE 27
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